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Softball League Closes With Memories'

ALIN AI'S
IN TUNE
WITH YON

WFUL I
R A 411i 10

The News asked the managers of each team in the
softball league to give a resume of the year's play so that
the fine group of little girl players could save it for their
scrapbook. Last week as the softball league finished the
last game the all-time favorite individual in the league,
Hal Warren was presented a Kentucky Colonel's com- Volume Thirty
mission, so now he's Colonel Warren and deserves every
honor that goes with it.
The manager of the Bob Whites could not be reached on press day for the write-up of her team so we had
to go to press without it. But the picture of the team is
here.
(Stories on Page Four)
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Henry I. Siegel Company To Double•
Production, Number Of Employees

The future economy of the twin cities got a shot in
the arm as a reSult of an announcement Tuesday by Sam
Siegel that he was doubling the production capacity of
his South Fulton plant and engaging in a concerted drive
to hire more than 250 additional workers. The announcement was made as Mr. Siegel addressed his emHey, Siegel employee ... do you ployees and announced that a gigantic company picnic
sing, dance, yodel, recite, whistle, will be held on
Saturday, August 26 under three huge
croon, cry, or mimic?
Does any member of your family tents on the grounds of the new and modern garment
sing, dance, yodel, recite, whistle, plant in South rulton. The announcement is comparable
croon, cry or mimic? Or do you to a new industry
coming to the twin cities.
have a friend who can do someMr. Siegel said that it was his hope that the Solttfi
thing to entertain? Well if you do
i,r know somebody who can, let us Fulton plant would be pointed to as one of the
moseefknow about it. Plans are in the ficiently
operated garment factories in America and admaking to have an all-Siegel Talent Show at the big picnic to be ded that no stone would be left unturned to get in readheld by the company on Saturday iness for the expanded'operation within the next sixty
afternoon, August 26.
days. Telling his employees that he would work side by
Music, all kinds, will be on hand
side
with them to take every opportunity to protect
for the event and a giant stage will
he erected to act as a stage and their working interests and bring about a "big family"
dance floor, Let's start planning
operation, the dynamic Mr. Siegel said that he would
for the big show.
comb
the Nation to bring equipment and material into
Elsewhere in the this issue you
will find a coupon regarding your the plant to take care of the additional number of emown talent or the artistic ability ployees he plans to hire.
of someone

Sing, Dance Or
Yodel? Then Get
In Talent Show

Siegel told the more than 250
workers at the South Fulton plant
who silenced their whirling machines to get the good news from
the head of the garment industry
that has been a mainstay of Fulton's economy for many years. Mr.
Siegel reminded' his employees
that the door to his office was alBy a ratio of nearly three to oat
ways open when he was in Fulton and asked that they come in the employees of the Henry I Sieand talk with him and his genial gel Company defeated the promanager, Jim Huffine about any posal of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers to organize the workproblems they might have.
The spacious grounds of the ers into a garment union. Held on
Friday
at the South Fulton plant
South Fulton plant will be transformed into a holiday atmosphere under the auspices of the National
Labor
Relations
Board the vote
HERE ARE THE WINNING BLUEPIRDS Sitting: Debbie Wright, Dee
when three-huge tents will be eFields, Cindy Homra, Rita Cash. Jen Ray Brow der.
rected and where a dance floor was 167 against the union and 56
for
the
,
Standing: Mary Jo Westpheling, Ann Lawson, Mrs. Wilma
proposal.
Seven of the
will be erected, tables heaped with
Browder, Brenda Elliott, Mrs Jasper Vowel!, Vicki Vowel!.
food will be placed, and a group votes were challenged.
A
leader
of
the
employee
group
of outstanding talent will gather
to render music for the party. The that voted against the union proposal
told
the
News
that
the
beneemployees were urged to invite
their families and their friends to fits the pay scale and the working
conditions
offered
by
the
Siegel
the huge picnicand entertainment
and what's more the whole affair management were tops in the inwill be with the compliments of dustry and that it was the concenthe management of Henry I. Sie- sus of the employees that any
other advantages accruing to emgel Company.
ployees- in the garment industry
Governor Buford
Ellington.
you know. Fill it out
the production and the employ-. Congressman
Robert A. "Fats" would be offered voluntarily by
and hand it to Jim Huffine, manMr. Siegel cautioned however,
ment of his huge garment manu- Everett,
mayors of the twin cities, the Siegel management as in the
ager of the South Fulton plant or that no applications be made at
facturing company.
and other dignitaries will be in- past.
send it to the News. Don't be bash- the plant, but that contact be
Meanwhile a committee of local. vited
"We studied the insurance beneto attend and share with the
ful. Enjoy the first big summer made with the United States Emcitizens is organizing to declare Siegel
company its giant expansion fits,the paid holidays, the working
picnic of the Henry I Siegel com- ployment service for employment.
August 26 "Henry I Siegel Day" plan.
relations with management and
pany . • both plants.
He urged his employees to help in
the twin cities.
Also addressing the Tuesday af_ every other phase of the opera-*
The show will be broadcast him recruit qualified labor and
"I am thinking of the interests
ternoon gathering was Mr. Huf- tion," the spokesman said, "and
"live" by Radio Station WFUL on asked each of them to be a com- of my employees
not for just towe found that in nearly every inthe spot.
mittee of one to help increase both day, but for years to come," Mr. fine who offered his services to the
employees without favoritism or stance we were getting more unprejudice. The former manager of der the Siegel management than
the Fulton, Ky., plant has now could have been acquired otherbeen made manager of the South wise."
AND THE WRENS FINISHED SECOND Sitting: Donna Wall, Sheryl
Fulton plant, replacing Bill-BryReed, Vicki Mayhall, Becky Mitchell, Linda Reed.
ant who will become a member of
Standing: Debbie Craddock, Edye Dowdy, Carmen Weaks, Mrs Virthe Siegel engineering staff. Mr.
ginia McKnight, Harriet Hancock. Judy Merryman, Shirley Warren
Jotting.,
-Bryant expressed his appreciation
to the employees for their cofrom
operation during his managership
and told them he hoped to be visit"It's been hard work, but we ter word for it would be "success" will see that it is taken
to the ing
with them often in his new
think it will be worth every bit of because from all appearances, that _proper place.
position.
the time we've put into it!" This looks like what it is going to be.
Saturday
will feature
the
comment came from one of the
Beginning with the Kid's Day Queen's Ball at the 'Ferry-Morse
many people who have devoted festivities on Tuesday, August 15, Seed Co. Music will, be
provided
these past few weeks toward mak- and continuing through the gala by Jack Staulcup and his
band.
ing the first annual Ken-Tenn Queen's Ball on Saturday, August Sharrye Johnson, Miss Jaycee
of
Fair a reality. Or rather, instead 19, every day is filled with fun 1961, will reign over the
festiviof saying "reality," maybe a bet- for every member of the family ties.
Of course, each day of the fair,
at the Fair.
The fair will actually open on the Merchandise Exhibit will be
"Jo's Notebook . . coining sour
Monday, August 14, with the ex- open. The huge tent which will
way each week through the comhibits and many of the rides in house the exhibit has been divided
The "Citizens of Tomorrow" are bined efforts of T. H. W. & D."
the midway operating, but due to into 66 ten-foot-square booths,
the children that live in Fulton That's the little note I found on
4he fact that some of the tents and each containing the very latest
the proof of my new column headsections of the midway will still merchandise from local business- today and pictures of these future ing this week. A "PS" said
..
citizens will be made by a probe going up during the day, the men. It will be one of the most infessional photographer at the News "Eva (Hopkins) doesn't count,
(Continued on Page Five)
official fair-opening ceremonies
office on Thursday, August 17, she's a gum shoe." The initials on
With a flurry of papers being will not be held till Tuesday.
free-of-charge. The hours will be the proof mean that Taylor (T. C.),
Hicks (Willis), Weaks (Joe) and
Kid's Day will begin with a
filed just hours before the 'Tuesfrom 10:00 a. m..till 5:00 p. m.
CARDINALS THIRD AND FIRST, TOO Sitting: Nancy Easterwood, day night deadline, the total in colorful parade composed comParents do not have to be sub- Dublin (Karen) are the faithful
Kathy King, Karen Taylor, Dana Puckett, Kay Mann,
the City Commissioner's race was pletely of children from the area
scribers of the News to take ad- News employees who do combine
Standing: Shelia Harrison, Pam Grooms, Joyce Tucker, Deborah raised to ten and the Mayor and and it will terminate at the fairvantage of this wonderful offer. their efforts to bring you this litBeard, 51rs Chuck Beard. Jane Graves, Janet Taylor.
City Judge races each have two grounds with ribbon-cutting cereThere is no obligation to buy the tle visit each week.
candidates.
monies. On this day, there will be
pictures. The parents will be asked
Gilbert DeMyer, who filed his no gate admission for youngsters
The heading for the column
to pick the picture which they
mayoral papers last Friday, will under twelve and all the midway
want published in the paper under came about last week when the
have as his opponent the encum- rides for everyone will be only
Gov, Bert Combs said Monday the heading "Citizens of Tomor- type got so beat up that the lx-iys
bent Mayor Nelson Tripp, who $.10. That evening. the Cub Scout Lt. Gov. Wilson Wyatt will be row". Then those who do want were getting right ashamed
of it
Indian Exhibit and the "Trail of elected to the U. S. Senate
filed late Monday afternoon.
next additional prints may obtain a So was L but I never realized it
Judge H. H. Perce, seeking re- Tears" production will be featur- year.
limited) number by arrangement until I put the heading in the
election, will face Paul LaMe, who ed.
form each week When I make up
Combs made the remark al- with the Studio representative.
filed Monday, in the City Judge
Thursday, the talent of the area though a short time earlier Wyatt
The News simply wants pictures the front page. It's always too late
race.
to do anything abeut it then so
will be feattired at the annual Jay- said he is not an announced can- of all the young,ters in the
KenBilly Blackstone and Frank cee Talent Show: Youth from the didate. _
take care of it
nessee area and the more. the bet_ keep saying
Welch both for Commissioner, area will compete (or the chance
Both appeared at a barbecue ar- ter. Appointments may be made next week, and thnt's the w ay it
were the other late-comers to the to enter the Mid-South Fair Tal- ranged by their friends. Combs by calling the l'\:ev..•
goes.
But last week the boys in
off:cc at 470.
County Court Clerk's office as ent Show this fall.
the hack shop suggested that I
told some 500 persons that demothey filed Tuesday afternoon.
change the heading to look like
For Friday night, the Jaycees cracy is on the march and added
Others who are in the Commis- have engaged an expert square that it has been some time sinc,
the columns of other writers, so
sioner race include: Clarence Mo- dance group to perform before the Kentucky has elected a Demo
we doctored up a picture that Was
lene, Bill Rice, John R. Patton, Grandstand. Following this, there cratic senator.
ill last We'ek's paper and
the net
Ward Johnson, L. M. McBride, will be a Giant Cakewalk for
result i idhat you See on the top
"We are going to elect Wilson
Charles Reams, Orion Winstead everyone to participate in and im- Wyatt United States senator and
of the column.
and Robert S. McCain.
mediately after that, the Open we are going to elect our condiOn September 23, voters will se_ Auction will begin. Fairgoers may date for governor," Combs said.
This is the second time in the
lect eight of the ten in the City bring anything and everything
Combs did not give the slightest
more than fourteen years I have
Col. Paul Durbin, native Ful- been writing this
BOB WHITES FINISH IN FOURTH PLACE Sitting: Sharon Moore, Commissioner election. These eight from their dogs to their homemade indication of whom his adminiscolumn that my
Patricia Holiday, Martha Poe, Eva Mae Vaughn, Cindy Beard, Brenda will then be put on the November pies and be sure that it will be tration may support for governor, tonian who has spent the last picture has
appeared in the headHarrison
general election ballot, along with sold. Those who do wish to have but he left no doubt that Wyatt three years in Viet Nam as a mem- ing. Ouida
Jewell changed it up
Standing: Carrie Campbell, Linda Grissom, Teresa Fields, Terry Mo- the ones running for Mayor and an item auctioned off, may bring is the administrati
on candidate for ber of the U. S. Army's Military one time and the picture didn't
Daniel, Meredith Miller, Nancy Moss, Terry Smith.
It to the front gate and the Jaycees senator.
City Judge.
Advisory Assistance Group is re- do a thing for
me, nor does this
turning to the States on leave this one, but then I
think it keeps us
month ,and is due back in Fulton fresh and alive
when we keep
August 15th.
doing something new. I don't
Col. Durbin will rejoin his fami_ know how long
I'll keep the photo
ly here.
in the heading, but for the time
At the conclusion of his State- being it's a change
at least.
BY KAREN DUBLIN
ty and will be so until November. through the year with a very re- Field on October 6 with Newburn, have plenty of weight
and we side lease, Col. Durbin will be
Early Monday morning, the late
The Fulton High Bulldogs are spectable won-lost record and with Tennessee as the very formidable
• • • •
stationed in Hawaii for a year.
sleepers of upper Second Street composed this year of three fresh- enough knowledge to carry th rn opponent. The
Would you like to know how the
first home game for
Col. Durbin, a lawyer and forHere is the complete football
were roused by a sound that men, nine sophomores, thirteen through the following season with the.Big Blue will
above people combine to bring the
be September 8 schedule for the Fulton High mer Railroad Commissioner of
will become very familiar to juniors and three seniors. Approx- flying colors.
column to you Well, it goes like
against Sharon.
Western Kentucky, is in the Judge
Bulldogs:
them during the next couple of imately half of the young squad
this. T. C. sets the column in type
The Bulldogs open their seaoa
Superintendent W. L. Holland Sept 1 ..
... Mayfield T Advocate General's branch of ser- each week
months. It was the click-clack- received some playing experience September 1 with a game at Mayand he has to read it,
Sharon Ii vice. His associates on the MAAG whether
crunch of football cleats as they on the varsity squad last year. field. The Cardinals are a respect and Coach Chester Caddas both Sept. 8
he wants to or not. They
Sept. 15
Martin H mission refer to him as "The say a
hit against the concrete sidewalk Most of the rest are graduates ed foe anytime and they are ex- took time out to give their opinlinotype operator, a good
Sept. 22
Providence T Judge".
and street on their way to football from the freshman squad last pected to have one of their strong- ions of the coming season. Mr.
one like T. C., can put words into
Holland stated, "I am looking for- Sept. 29
Murray T
practice.
metal
without reading what he's
year.
est teams this year. Another tough ward to football season because Oct. 6
Newburn II
setting and I imagine that's what
Atop these noisy cleats were
CALL TODAY!
This young -experienced team opponent, in fact perhaps the to me, fall is the greatest time of
(Homecoming)
he
does
twenty-eight of Fulton High's big- faces probably what will be one toughest of them all, will be the the
most of the time with the
..... Greenfield H
year, when a person can enjoy Oct. 13
Community Clubs who wish to column. Sometimes he
gest, strongest and bravest boys of the toughest seasons Fulton Murray High Tigers. This game high school football,
comments
college foot- Oct. 20 ........ Morganfield T enter displays in the Exhibit at on it, but
not often and that's beand the occasion was the first of- High has faced in many years. will be at Murray on September ball, pro football,
... South Fulton II the Ken-Tenn Fair next
hunting and Oct. 28
week cause I guess I don't write a very
ficial football practice of the year. However, as has been true many 29.
fishing! As for Fulton High, we Nov 3
Trigg County T should contact the Chamber
of good column. I try, so I guess I
These boys have become the hopes times before, the scrappy Bull• • • •
The Homecoming --ime will I,e will have what is considered as an
Commerce office at 43 before 4:00 should get "E" for effort.
of their school and their communi- dogs will more than likely pull played at the Ful: .1
`1 Athletic inexperienced team, but it will • continue! On Page Pine
Friday afternoon.
(Continued on Page Five)

Siegel Workers
Defeat Union Bid
In South Fulton

It's Fair Time In Fulton! Full Program
Beckons Kids,Talent,Farm Exhibits

News Schedules
Pictures Of Our
Future Citizens

City Election
Thrown Into
September Race

Combs Reveals
Wyatt Will Be
Next Senator

Col. Durbin Due
Back In Fulton
On August 15

Helmets Colliding,Cleats Clacking, Frenzied Practice..It's Football

Note Book

AV

The

Newspaper Readers Are Wonderful People;
Sometimes They Think The Editor Is Nuts!
MUST SELL brand new forbiseder, with built-in Hemmingway. Can
be used left or right-handed. Cost over
$200. Need monby so badly, will sell
for $25. Phone RI 3-2348, or 3-2383,
or 3-3127.
The foregoing advertisement appeared two days in the Daily Guard
classified ad section. It got results.
Upon spotting the ad, a woman
looked in a dictionary, world book and
encyclopedia trying to find."forbiseder" and an explanation of what it is.
Finally, her curiosity got the best of
her and she called a Guard staff member.
Another caller wanted to know
if a forbiseder was used to shine
shoes or to light cigarettes.
A man called to tell us that he,
too, owns a forbiseder, except his isn't
the right-handed or left-handed type
but just a "straight-ahead" model. He
added that forbiseders are not listed
in Sears catalogs.
A young lady called and suggested that we ought to have our heads
examined, or words to that effect.
A man called and said he might
be interested in buying the forbiseder
if it didn't have a built-in Hemming-

way.
Another man wanted to know if
it was a plug-in model or operated on
batteries.
A woman inquired about the year
and model. "My old forbiseder is
worn out," she declared in a serious
tone.
We had some fun out of the ad.
A number of times when callers asked what a forbiseder is, I told them it
is similar to a "tafflesnord" except it
doesn't have a "frumpy" on it. This
answer brought more questions:
"What in the world is a tafflesnord
and a frumpy?"
When they asked me what a
forbiseder is used for, I told them that
it could be used to make "plamits"
and "brukerstols."
This resulted in more questions,
of course. And what is a forbiseder,
really?
As many people suspected, it is a
figment of the imagination—like the
Abominable Snowman and the Loch
Ness monster.
The ideas behind the ad were to
demonstrate the value of classified
advertising and to point up the inhermt curiosity of the human race.
—Daily Record

Advertising Mail Should Be Made To Bear
Fair Share Of High Cost Of Postal Rates
IT IS NO reflection on Postmaster General J. Edward Day that he has
had to compromise his hope of getting the Post Office out of the red.
Dr. Day has agreed to a new schedule of postal rate increases which
falls about $150 million short of his
department's need.
• The compromise, however, is a
shoddy setback for honesty and fair
treatment of both the taxpayers and
many Post Office customers.
Most of the $590 million the compromise plan is supposed to raise will
come from first class and air stamps.
These postal services already - pay
their way. The mail users who do not

pay their way are the profiteers of
this compromise.
_
Newspapers and magazines would
pay only a little more than half of
what Mr. Day originally proposed.
Third class mail, which includes socalled "junk" mail, would pay less
than half the original proposal.
If Congress can be persuaded to
pass the compromise, it will be better
than nothing. But when some Post
Office customers — notably second
and third class users—get off for less
than their fair share at the expense
of others, the compromise has a sour
taste.

forts.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by

Letters To Editor

McFsafiers

August 1 1961

WFUL
Fulton, Kentucky

Chimney Rock, ^ the Kentucky
River near Danville, is a natural
me
The Mayor of Hickman joins
formation that towcrs straight up
in extending to you our heartfelt more than 125 feet.
making
in
for
part
thanks
your
Elvis J. Stahr, Jr. Day on the
RUPTURE
28th of July the unqualified sucThe New Sensational Invention
cess that it was.
. Trion
Sutherland's "MD
Now that the excitement and
No Belts — No Straps —
the hurry is past, we can quietly
No Odors
analyze the reasons for the acDrug
City
Co., Fulion
venture
joint
our
of
complishment
—and we cannot overlook the
wonderful support received from
the citizens of Fulton and surFeed Your Hogs
rounding area and Station WFUL.
"Wholehearted" is the only word
which seems to express your efDear Mr. and Mrs. Westpheling

contractor!

For Heaven% salm, don't ask him wham
be spent Ms vacation!'

Turning Back The Clock-FROM THE FILES:

August 8, 1941
Improvements on the FultonJordan Road have been approved
by the Kentucky State Highway
Department and immediate steps
are being taken in placing a gravel
surface on this section of the
highway.
In the Democratic Primary held
in this county Saturday, the following results were noted: Harry
Lee Waterfield, Clinton resident,
defeated his only opponent, James
Warren of Fulton, for the office of
State representative.
Homer Roberts was elected
County Judge, defeating the encumbant, Claude L. Walker.
Will T. Shanklin was re-elected
as Fulton County Jailer. Clardie
Holland, County Court Clerk,
Mike Johnson for sheriff and Elmer Murchison for tax commissioner won easily throughout the
county.
The city elections found the following persons selected for public
office: T. T. Boaz, Mayor; Atkins,
Brady, Pickering, Gregory, Jones
and Meacham, City Councilmen.
The marriage of Miss Yvonne

1

1. PAUL and JOHANNA M WFSTPITELING
Editors and Publishers

Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
judging
in 1954 Kentucky Press AssociationMention
in
Altn Second place in 1959 and Honorable
1958

Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
addreill.
(nobscrIptIons. change of
tTlaii
address all
Forms 1579 fo Port Cline, Ron 485 Fulton, Kentoc87

Published Every Thursday of The Year
A member of the Rentneky Press Association
Second - clam postage paid at Fulton, Ken
tacky and at additional mailing offices
Subscription Rates: $300 per year in Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weakley Counties Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the United States 4.00 per year.
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History usually says that the
Monitor and the Merrimac were
the first two ironclad ships to have
a battle. Which of course is so, but
before either of those ships were
ready, the iron-clad gunboats had
proven themselves on our Western

Christ as a real fellow human being,
you will find it in the Gospels. But,
even so, there are certain limits to our
knowledge. For the Gospels tell us
)nly what could be seen and heard.
In the gospels we see Jesus as He
looked and as He sounded. But no
one's personality is ever grasped right
iway, and Jesus was no exception. He
did not wear His heart on His sleeve.
He was not the extrovert who reveals
the innermost depths of His mind and
heart to any casual acquaintance.
Jesus was not shallow but deep.
There was in Him a certain reserve,
which was combined with the greatest friendliness. But those who delt
with Him most closely were aware
that He always kept something in reserve.
Jesus had feelings and He revealed them. But His friends noticed that
His feelings, unlike theirs, were always under control. He had a dignity
and a mastery. But whatever His reserve, His words and His behavior
were always genuine and sincere.

Browder Milling Co.

Ag

In Operation 61 Years

There is another step to knowing
Christ that does not belong to biblical
study and it is with hestitation that I
write of it. Christian prayer has always been a search for a personal
knowledge of Jesus; and men and women who have learned from experience all say that Christ shows Himself to those who seek Him. It is not
my place here to discuss how this
happens; but it is clear that one must
do more than read the records of the
Life of Jesus.
You must pray to Him convinced
that He is not less accessible and
friendly here and now than He is
shown to be in the Gospels in Palestine. If one speaks to Him, He will
answer.

WILLIAM

PP
-0

Fulton,

* Large Display'
* Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
FULTON
CALL 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS

G'FIELD:
AD 5-2293

Greenfield, Tenn.
401111111111111111171111111114111IIIIMP111111111111111e4iillar'111111111111111111M1

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL

E

• GAS FURNACES INSTALLED
• FURNACES CLEANED, REPAIRED
• LENNOX ALL ELECTRIC HEAT-PUMP
FROM HEATING TO COOLING AUTOMATICALLY.
• GUTTERS — DOWN SPOUTS.
Phone 502 — — Fulton, Ky.
11111111151511111a11114115111511111111111115111118111111111111111111

ALL NEW,OLDTASHIONED
KENTUCKY

An illttorleal review of 11111 CIVIL WAR SAY.BY-DAY
181I•terlal Is from publication of smoothy •no hundred years ago, orioles!
o•rdIng from referenres In the Ulsrarv of Cossress. Waablogion. Reporting
rovorses and
In the papers v. usually very one-8144dt vs seek to bo fair In
. . ID).
oreser•• • natioual balsa..
BY

Dev

Fulton, Ky.

Greenfield Monument Works

Jean Moon served as Best man
and the ushers were David Hornra, Al T. Owen, Jr., Fred Homra
and Gene Speight.

N. IlleiliNNY

bombardment of Ft. Sumter, as
Second week in August, 1861
many as 60,000 rifles stored in
The Battle of Wilson's Creek
the armory in St. Louis. Had the
was the biggest battle fought in
Missouri during the Civil War. South captured those guns the result of the war could easily have
Gen. Stirling Price and Gen. Ben
been different in Missouri. HowMcCulloch between them had 11,_
ever, Lyon managed to hold onto
600 untrained Confederate and
the arms, and was able to send
poorly equipped troops. Lyon had
several thousand of them to Illi5,400 better trained and better
nois State troops newly organized
equipped Union troops. Lyon has
in Illinois.
been much criticized for dividing
his smaller force, but Lee and
Steamboats would play an imJackson tried the same thing at
portant part in the war in the
Chancellorsville and were successWest. During July of 1861, the
ful. Lyon's men were defeated, Federal Government asked for
Lyon was killed, and his men had
bids on irwi-clad gun-boats for
to retreat and leave South-western
service on the Mississippi. On the
Missouri to the Confederacy.
seventh of August, that one hunThe South lost 1184 men, killed, dred year ago, Mr. Lads of St.
wounded or missing. -The North
Louis agTeed to construct seven of
lost 1235.
these boats within 65 days.
Lyon had been only a captain
In St. Louis, the rolling mills,
five short months before . . . Linmachine-shops, founderies, forges
coln had made him a Brigadierand saw mills were all idle. There
General. After Lyon's death, the
had been much business up until
command fell to Major Sturgis
the outbreak of the war, but after
who managed to save his defeated
the fighting started, the people
army. There was no other officer
were "unable to accommodate
in the army of a rank higher than
their thinking to the changed
major!
circumstances."
McCulloch was satisfied with
the victory and refused to pursue
Those St. Louis boatyards would
the retreating Union forces. Gen. never again be idle so long as the
Price followed the Unionists, and
war would last! Within two weeks,
on August 11 captured Springover 4,000 men were busy day
field. Confederates saw to it that
and night building the new boats.
the body of Gen. Lyon was buried
The first iron-clad, the St. Louis,
in the garden of a friend in
was launched at Carondelet, MisSpringfield.
Price now had a victorious souri, only forty-five days from
army. He attracted many Confed- the laying of her keel. (The St.
Louis was later changed to "De
erate supporters as recruits, and
Kalb" as there was already a ship
as he marched North his army
in the navy named the St. Louis-)
grew. If Price's army had been
supplied with arms, he could have
Before Mr. Eads had finished
probably captured St. Louis. That
building the seven boats for the
was not to be.
original order, he had already
Gen. Stirling Price had strugstarted on a stronger and better
gled for years to keep Missouri in
type of boat. Mr. Eads suffered
the Union. Six months before he
the fate of many who did conwon the battle of Wilson's Creek, tract work, however. He borrowed
Price had been for the Union, and
money to build the boats, but was
even after Lincoln called for volnot paid for a long time. Those
unteers to suppress the "rebelboats he built were commissioned
and in service long before they
lion." But Lyon's action in capturing the Missouri State Guard camp
were paid for. Forts Henry and
at St. Louis caused Price to swing
Donoldson and Island No 10 were
to the South.
all captured by gunboats which
really belonged to Mr. Eads, the
There had been, before the
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The bride's attendants were
Mrs. Al T. Owens, Jr., Miss Amalin Homra and Miss Shirley Horn
ra.

Those attending from the Fulton Club were Mrs. Buren Rogers,
Mrs. Hoyt Moore, Mrs- J. T. Howard, Mrs. Les Scheer, Mrs. K K.
Beck, Mrs. F. H. Riddle, Mrs.
Louis Spivey, Mrs. Clyde Williams,
Miss Peggy Williams, Miss Margeret Nell Gore and Miss Martha
Moore.
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With Your Home
Grown Grain

waters.

Homra, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
K. Homra of Fulton, and John Ray
Hunter, son of Mrs. B. G. Huff
and Mr. Huff was beautifully
solemnized Sunday morning, August third, at the First Christian
Church in Fulton.

Ladies of the Fulton and Mayfield Country Club were the guests
of the Ladies Golf Club of the
Paducah Country Club on Tuesday. Golf was enjoyed during the
day and a delicious luncheon was
served at noon.

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

100 Years Ago This Week

How Real Is Christ

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

HICICMAN JAYCEES
By Waudell Yarbro, President
THE CITY OF HICKMAN, KY.
By C. K. Davis, Mayor

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

By Rev. John McKenzie S.
Professor and Author
Bible scholars are often asked by
their friends to recommend some
book or books which will make Christ
real to them. The scholar will recommend with hesitation some book or
books which he knows are good, such
as M. J. Lagrange, "The Gospel of
Jesus Christ," or "Jesus Christ" by
Ferdinand Prat, both fat, two volumed works, or the one volume "Life
af Christ" by Riccioti.
He recommends them with hesitation because he knows that the person will not find in these books what
he is seeking, even though every author thought he had succeeded in
writing THE life of Christ. But The
life of Christ has already been written. It iLfound in the Four Gospels,
and anyone who wishes to know
Christ as a genuine human being must
go to the Gospels. Actually the scholars who attempt to write His life
have no other source on which to
draw.
If you seek a knowledge of

Please accept our sincere gratitude.
Yours very truly,

We're bringing a lot of the fun right out front ... providing
acres of picnic grounds and over 40 Girl Guides to answer
your questions and help you locate the events and exhibits
you want to see.

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP RODEO, SEPT. C
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP HORSE SHOW, SEPT. 11-16
BIG AUTO THRILL SHOW, SEPT. 10, 13, 14
MILLION DOLLAR OLSON MIDWAY, SEPT. 8-16
Plus these Big

Rare attractions

Minnie Pearl and her Grand Ole Opry gang
Leon McAuliff and his Western band
Barbara Autry • The Puppet Theatre
Barrack ades Variety Show • and Exhibits • Band Concerts
Football • Contests • Livestock Judging • Acres of
Picnic Grounds • Olson's Million Dollar Midway

BARGAIN DAYS

MONDAY, SEPT. 11
TUESDAY, SEPT. 12

WRITE FOR TICKETS TODAY! $1.50 adults; 75c children-includes ad@session to grounds, parking, 50c lunch allowance, admission to rodeo
and kora show. Send check or money order to Kentucky Fair and
EmosItIon Center, P. 0. Box 17067, Louisville V. 4.

Oilor does Amps( 22ad)
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(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
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The Derby Restaurant was the setting Monday at
The September meeting will be
noon for one of the "earliest" class reunions ever held, held
at the home of Mrs. Ann
class
of
1961
gathered
as the Fulton High graduating
Whitnel, Union City Highway.
for a luncheon and annual-signing party. Eighteen members of the recently broken-up class were present and Mrs. Ada Rhodes was hostessto
July meeting of the Chestnut
'61 yearbooks and memories flew equally fast across the the
Glade Ladies Club. A county-wide
table. It was the first time many of the classmates had picnic was announced for August
seen each other since Commencement Night and per- 15, to be held at the New Salem
haps the last time they will see each other for many community center.
- The program was as follows:
years.
The inspiration for the party
was the arrival of the long-awaited 1961 annuals which were given
out Monday from nine till five.
The book covers are Metallic Blue
featuring Silver letters and the
much-loved Bulldog on the front.
Inside are individual pictures,
group and organizational pictures
and candid shots of the campus
and some of the things that were
done on campus during the past

Dewey Johnsen
AD types a Insurance

SAVE ! GE't our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Coverts, everything"
Phone 400
Fulton, Ky.
422 Lake St.

):
293

the lovely back yard, after which
the business session was held.
The club unaqimously voted to
,
:ponsor the Heart Fund Drive
again next year.
Reports of the National Convention in Chicagowere given by
Anna Belle Edwards and,Mildred
Freeman who attended as delegates from the local club.
The guest speaker for the evening was Bertes Pigue, who gave
a very informative talk on "Finance".

year.
Those attending the luncheon
were Carl Hurst, Tommy Carney,
Charles Willingham, Chan Covington, Lynn Bushart, Sandra Williams, Mike Walker, Ophelia
Speight, Elaine Beggs, Karen Dublin, Susan Stokes, Brenda McKeel,
Judy Moore, Jim Clark, Charlie
Rice, Hal Warren, Mikie Calliham
and Jim Bushart-

Clothing, how to store out of season clothes and the reading of
labels before you buy, was given
by Mrs. Geraldine Reams. Home
furnishing was given by Mrs. Nona
Burke, showing a dainty dried
flower arrangement in a sealed
glass container. She also demonstrated the making of this arrangement. Mrs. Jo Larsen gave
the lesson on arts and crafts.
A party plate and cold drinks
were served to the twelve members and three visitors present.

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Taylor celebrated their fiftieth wedding anniversary Sunday, August 6, with
- The Water Valley MY!' will
an open house at _their home on
ice cream supper on
Route 4, Union City. Friends and sponsor an
the lawn of the Water Valley
relatives from all over the counMethodist Church, Friday, August
try were there to help them ob11, beginning at 6:00 p. m.
serve this happy occasion.
Tickets are $.30 and the public
The Fulton-South Fulton Busi- is cordially invited to come and
ness and Professional Women's enjoy the delicious ice cream and
Club met at the home of Mr. and trimmings.
Mrs. Bertes Pigue for their regular
Over 800 people attended the
monthly meeting Tuesday night,
Open House in Deepwood SubdiAugust 1.
vision this past weekend. The
A picnic lunch was enjoyed in
model home, located on a 100 x 150
foot lot on Dogwood Lane was
open to the public.
This lovely, modern three-bedroom home, constructed .of old
brick with black trim, was completely furnished by Fulton Hardware and Furniture Company for
the occasion. It features central
air-conditioning, gas heat, and
modern built-.in appliances.
The newly developed subdivision consistsIbf 25 lots on a 12 1-2
acre tract. All of the City Planning
& Zoning requirements have been
met. The curbs and gutters are already installed and co-developers
Mac McDade and Herbie Hunt
stated that the streets will be
blacktopped within two or three
weeks.
The sewer, water and gas lines
are already laid and the telephone
lines have been installed underground.

Open Sundays

6

— AND HOLIDAYS —

30

AM

or
0 U PM

Cruce Grocery
101 Jackson (E. Fulton)

NOW!
world's toughest
double-knee jeans
in smart stripes!

Phone 1300

Randall Burcham had charge of
the Rotary Club program Tuesday
at their regular meeting at the
Park Terrace. He presented a tape
recording of the speech given by
Dr. Nyaradi, former finance minister of Hungary, who fled from
his native land several years ago
and who now is a citizen of the
United States. This speech was

made at an inter-city meeting of
Rotary clubs of this area in Paducah recently. _
Several out-of-town guests attended the meeting.
With the wind-up of the Girl's
Softball season in the twin-cities,
several of the successful and notso-successful teams celebrated
their summer of fun with cook-out
suppers and parties.
The members of the champion
Bluebirds team, winners in the
9-11 age bracket, met at the City
Park last Tuesday night for a
Weiner roast and victory celebration. Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Jasper Vowell, team
manager, and Mrs. Charles Browder, her assistant.
were: Rita
Those attending
Craven, Vicki Vowell, Dee Fields,
Rita Cash, Brenda Elliott, Jen Ray
Browder, Kathy Hyland, Mary Jo
Westpheling, Cindy Homra, Ann
Lawson, Carolyn Heithcock and
Debby Wright.
The older girl's league was represented by the Ravens in the
party going bracket. The group
met at the City P..rk Saturday
night and had a y,•ry enjoyable
hamburger supper, given by Mrs.
John Colley and Mr-. Johnny Holland.
_ The girls who attended were:
Jane Warren, Judy Neely, Cheryl
Underwood, Bonnie Weaks, Patricia Lowe, Jessica Sensing, Paula
Howard, Cecilia Wright, Carolyn
Colley and Linda Iiolland.
Another team in the 9-11 age
league, the Cardinals, were entertained at the City Park last
Thursday night with a hamburger
supper including homemade ice
cream for dessert.
Players attending included: Suz_
anne Copeland, Cindy Beard, Terry Smith, Terry McDaniel, Linda
Grissom, Carrie Campbell, Martha
Poe, Sharon Moore, Merideth Miller Pat Holladay, Teresa Fields,
Nancy Moss,-Eva Mae V .ughn and
Brenda Harrison.
Miss Fern Snow of Memphis,
Tennessee has spent several weeks
in Fulton visiting friends and relatives. She left this week to visit
relatives in Friendship, Tennessee
and other points before resuming
her duties in Memphis City
Schools.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McRae and
family of Memphis and Mr. and
Mrs. Pope and family of Monroe,
Louisiana are visiting their mother, Mrs J. L. Jones. Sr., on Eddings Street.
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News From Our
pleted basic training at Fort Hood,
Tex.
Rice is a 1955 graduate of Hickman High School.
—-

Boys In The

SERVICE
BAUMHOLDER, GERMANY Pvt. George N. Chambers, 24,
whose wife, Roberta, and parent,.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul C. Chamber',
live at 306 Taylor St., Fulton, Ky.,
recently pasticipated with other
personnal from the 8th Infantry
Division's 83rd Artillery in an annual Army training test in Germany.
The test was designed to determine the ability of ehambers' unit
to,provide direct artillery' support
to;infantry units of the division.
The 83d was tested on its proficiency in tactical movement, reconnaissance, selection and occupation of firing positions, conununications, continuous delivery of
fire both day and night, surveying
and its ability to defend itself under simulated air, guerilla,. unclear, chemical, biological and
radiological attacks.
Chambers, a rod tnd tapeman in
the artillery's Headquarters Battery in Baumholder, entered the
Army in October 1960 and arrived
overseas in March. He completed
basic training at Fort Riley, Kan.
A teacher at Central High
School in Alamo, Tenn., prior to
entering the Army, Chambers was
graduated from Miles High School
in Union City, Tenn., in 1955 and
from Bishop College in Marshall.
Tex., in 1960.

C of C Endorses
National Park
Happy Birthday In Lake Area

The New.: is pleased to extend
birthday wishes to the fullown
on their birthdays.
August 10: Frank Subbette, Kizabeth Stephenson, Dr. .1. C. Hancock; August 11: Mrs.• J. 0. Anderson, Virgil Davis, Betty Barns,
Ruth Speight, Charles W. Burrow.
Mrs. Ruth Scott, Bob Binford;
August 12: Mrs. G. B. Butterworth, Walter Lester, Irene Beaver, Virginia Moore, W. E. Allen,
Mrs. Tom Irby, Wilma Jean Browder, Claude Shelby, Dorothy
Brooks, Mrs. Paul E. Cates; August
13: Tommy Powell, Karen Dublin,
Phyllis Bradberry, Chester Murrell, David Sams, Bill Wade; August 14: Mrs. Ellis Heathcott, Clint
Thompson r Aug. 15: Terry-Smith,
Roy Parkhill, Glenn Worley, Jimmy Hancock, Daisy Terry, Jim
Vowell; August 16: Larry Wade,
Bill Gregory.

BOYS BLUE JEANS ... $1.98
Reg. $2.98; double knee, reinforced with nylon

BOYS SPORT SHIRTS... $1.00
Short sleeves

Continental Casual Slacks...$2.98
For men and-boys; Reg. $4.98

Boys Stretch Sox,4 Pairs $1.00
Mier

BAUMHOLDER, GERMANY—
Army Pvt. Fred L. Rice, 23. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Chester B. Rice,
Route 4, Hickman, Ky.. arrived in
Germany July 21 and is now a
member of the 8th Infantry Division.
A surveyor in Headquarters
Battery of the diVIsion's 16th Artillery in Baumholder, he entered
the Army last February and corn-

TV REPAIR

Boys Striped Jeans ... $1.98
Reg. $2.98; first quality; green, blue, brown

Boys 59c Undershorts,3 Pr...$1.35
16

Broadcloth, Knit Sport Shirts $1.49
For Boys; Reg. to $2.98: short sleeves

Men's Knit Sport Shirts Reduced.
All $2.98 and $3.98 SHIRTS:

$1 98

ALL SALES CASH

THE LEADER STORE
434 Lake Sir eel: Fulton

STAHL /TB
Fulton-Union

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration
A Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky.

THIS N EWSPAPER..

Gene Evans, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wilson Evans of Route One,
Crutchfield, has completed his
five weeks of basic training at
Lackland Air Force Base and has
now entered an eighteen weeks
course at technical training schoel
at Sheppard Air Force Base.
Following this course, he will be
sent on for eight more weeks of
advanced training of SAGE.
Evans is a 1961 graduate of
Fulton County High School and
was fortnerly employed at the Ma_
rine Oil Co. on West State Line.
His new address is: AB Eugene
R. Evans, AF 15645057, Box 154,
3766th School Squadron, Sheppard
AF Base, Texas.

Fulton was treated to such a
pleasure this past week-end with
the visit here of Jerry (Thompson) and Bill McMahan and their
daughter Karen. The visit was all
too short, that's for sure, but at
least the home folks got a little
opportunity to see the popular
McMahans after an absence of
some several years. Bill said he
had a time getting his "wimmin
All Makes and Models
folks" to come with him on what
was actually a business trip for
•
Bill and we cap understand Jerry
MOTOROLA
and Karen's reluctahce. That trip
Sales and Service
across country from California to
•
Fulton is no picnic and we can admit that with authority. But the
trip was made easier for the
travelers by stops along the way
111 Lake St.
so that Bill could call on his acPhone 450
Annims
counts.
The California visitors gave us
some first hand reports from the
other Fulton folks on the West
Coast so they acted as ambassadors of goodwill for the home folks
The McMahans left early Tuesday for St. Louis, but before going
there Bill took the gals to Jerseyville, Illinois where they will visit
with Bill's family. No telling when
they'll get bark to California, but
the thing that concerns us most
is when they will get back to Fulton. Soon is not early enough. To
keep them closer to the home fires
they were commissioned Kentucky
Colonels while here so we hope
they will take the opportunity to
get back often to perform their
"exalted" duties in their new capacities.

Feed Your Hogs

We like Fulton!

• Just tok• your children to th• place and at
the time given below.
• Several poses will b• token FREE of charge
by an •xpert childree's photographer from
WaLTZ STUDIOS.
• All proofs will b• shown
. Select your favorite posis for publication and your child's
picture will appear I. thls newspaper at a
later dafc
• You may, If you with, ardor photographs for
gifts or keepsakes from the Stedio ... but
this is entirely up to you.

Wade Television

"Backto school

1,.!1;' '
;0;
oth,
lions and groups in
Kentucky 'and Tel •
the Fulton Chamber
officially endorsed t
national recreation are,:
the Tenrwssee and cu
rivers in West Tennessee and
Kentucky.
In other action, th,• hoard named
Louis Weaks as a director, replac
ing John Sullivan \‘.'
.4 to California.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches. Clocks and Time
I'ieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost
by—

1

HUI IS THE TIME AND PLACE

Thursday, August 17
At

THE NEWS OFFICE
Phone 470

Commercial Ave.

SKI NEWS STORY POE ADDITIONAL DETAILS

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Whitnel Funeral Home has made the following improvements for your convenience.

City Highway

WED-THUR-FRI, AUG. 9-11
(Starts at 8:55)
HELL TO ETERNTTY
With Jeffry Hunter
(Also: starts at 7:20)
RAYMIE
With David Ladd
SATURDAY, AUGUST 12
(Starts at 9:00)
ONE FOOT IN HELL
With Alan Ladd
(Also, starts at 7:20)
FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE
With Richard Baseheart
(And, starting at 10:30)
MOTORCYCLE GANG
(SHETLAND PONY will be given away TONIGHT!)
SUN-MON-TUE, AUG. 13-15
(Starts at 8:50)
TIIE DARK AT THE TOP
OF THE STAIRS
With Robert Preston
(Also: starts at 7:20)
SORORITY GIRL
With Susan Cabot

a. A combination office and refreshment
MOM.

b. A combination family room and additional space to our chapel.
c. A ladies lounge.
d. A new display room.
e. Additional parking space for the family
and relatives with an exit and entrance
at the rear of our lot.
We maintain 3 Cadillac ambulances and one
Cadillac family car for your comfort and safety.
It costs no more to have outstanding service.

Whitnel Funeral Home
408 Eddings

Phone 88

Fulton, Ky.

City Council Meets; Approves Bluebirds Took Early Win To Victory
Sewer System For Meadowview

Kentucky Jaycees
Thank Local Group
For Hospitality
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New Civil Defense
Proiram Initiated

By THE MANAGER
Debbie Wright as Roving Fielders.
The Bluebirds jumped into first Hard hitting Mary Jo was a threat
The Fulton City Council has Parisian Laundry appeared be- plact at the beginning of softball at the plate against any pitcher.
Ann Lawson, alert Third baseapproved the plan for the sewer fore the Council, asking that the season with three straight wins.
The following letter was redistrict in East Fulton which will City blacktop the street which They chalked up forty-five runs man, added much to spur the ceived in Fulton Monday morning
Each of Kentucky's 120 counties
their
opponents
to
twenty-five. Bluebirds to victory. Carol Heitch_ by Chamber of Commerce PresiThe following persons were
provide sewer lines for Wells ave- runs along-side
the
Laundry
nue, portions of Maiden, Vine and parking lot. This matter was Then gloom and despair settled cock, one of the most improved dent Joe Treas and exemplifies now has its own civil defense di- patients in the Fulton Hospitals on
rector.
over
this
each
the
And
team
directors
of
as
they dropped players on the team, did a fine job the general feeling of many of the
Wednesday morning.
Meadowview
Subdivision. The turned over to Councilmen Winwill soon have a brand new orCouncil voted to have a resolution stead, Johnson and Lewis for two straight games which put at Left field and came through Jaycee .groups who visited the
JONES HOSPITAL
ganizational
hanging
chart
them
in
on
second
his
place.
with many timely hits.
drawn up to adopt the proposed further investigation.
city of Fulton eluting the last week
wall.
But the bluebirds, determined to
Cathy Hyland and Brenda Elliott in July.
system, with Meadowview subMrs. Bessie Clifton, owner of
Mrs.
W.
0. Locke, Mrs. Kenneth
This chart, measuring 3 feet by
division paying 36.5 percent of the Greenlee Cemetery, was asked to regain first place, practiced and played heads-up ball in the outTerrell and baby, Mrs. Robert
feet,
complete
the
4
gives
county
Kentucky
Jaycees
cost of the interceptor lines, and meet with City Attorney Rodney worked hard, and out of this hard field and added much to the
organization at a glance. The di- Lamb, Mrs. J. M. Hart, Mrs. Rena
Louisville, Ky.
that the immediately benefitted Miller and Councilman Lewis, in work came many good working smooth style of the Bluebirds.
Batts, Shelby Roberts, C. R. Colrector
can insert the name of each
August
1961
3,
property owners pay the remaind- order to sort out the details in- combinations such as Cindy Homra With a First baseman like Cindy
lins, Jerry Lacewell and Mrs. Ida
wishes.
person
key
he
Heretoif
er of the cost.
volved in the transfer of the ceme- at First Base and Jen Ray Brow- Homra, who could stretch twice Mr. Joe Treas, President
fore organizational plans have Craig all of Fulton; Mrs. Ed Byars,
In other action taken at the tery to the City.
• der at Right field. Also clicking her own length and quick as light_ Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of usually been mimeographed and Dukedom; Mrs. W. F. Parker,
ening
Rita Cash on Second, it took Commerce
Monday night
meeting,
Miss
Other action at the Council together was Rita Cash on Second
Dukedom; Mrs. Phillip Rogers,
often assembled in book form.
Katherine Campbell, a former meeting included a recommenda- and Kathy Hyland in Center field. some doing to get by them.
Fulton, Ky.
The new chart is readily adap- Clinton.
From
then
on, they lost only one
employee of the National Storo. tion of the Committee that DeepBetween a fast and sure infield
table for use in counties all over
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
was hired as assistant city clerk, wood Subdivision be zoned Resi- more game.
and the backing up by the quick Dear Mr. Treas,
the country. It provides space for
Mrs. Emma Butts, Carl Wolfe,
Vicki
Vowel!,
league leading thinking outfield, the Bluebirds
to fill the vacancy caused by the dential; the no-parking ordinance
listing
82 key persons. In a heavi_ Jimmy Hicks, Helen Wiggins, Mrs.
On behalf of the Kentucky Junrecent resignation of Mrs. Orian for the west side of Cedar street pitcher, has p) her credit fifteen came through in fine form to finly populated county, however, sev- Joseph Emery, Joe and
John MatWinstead, Mrs. Winstead has ac- from Vine to the railroad was wins to three 'losses. She struck ish with a 15-3 record and a total ior Chamber of Commerce, I
eral
hundred
people would be be- thews, Bennie Miles and Mrs. Wilcepted a position in the office of adopted; bids will be taken on a out a total of 122 batters at the of 176 runs to their opponents 83. would like to thank your fine oreluded
organization.
total
in
the
ganization for all of the hospitality
liam Parker, Fulton; Leonard WilSupt. W. L. Holland of the City new city garbage truck; a report plate and out of 47 times at bat,
Here are the individual batting
extended the Jaycees during our The chart was developed by Ever_ murth, Crutchfield; John Hopkins,
Schools.
averages: Vicki Vowel!, .872; Rita
was given on the new Information sitigged 41 hits.
ett
Hall,
training,
education
and
Water Valley; Mrs. A. C. Bell,
Dee Fields, ,doing an excellent Craven, .692; Dee Fields, .625; summer Board meeting last weekPresley Campbell of the OK- Center.
job as catcher, was steady and de- Cindy Homra,.565; Mary Jo West- end in Fulton. Of all of the meet- public affairs officer of Kentucky's Dukedom; Jack Groaing, Oakton;
civil
defense
Frankfort.
in
Miss Mary Mclsacc, Evanston,
pendable at the plate with a .625 pheling, .563; Rita Cash, .545; Ann ings we have had in the past in
Kentucky, I can remember none
Illinois.
batting average.
Lawson, .475; Carol Heithcock,
in
which
the
town cooperated and
Short stop Rita Craven made .400; Cathy Hyland, .333; Debbie
FULTON HOSPITAL
many spectacular stops and catch_ Wright, .310, Jen Ray Browder, took such an active part as Fulton,
Mrs. Joe Jonnston, Mrs. Chester
toward
making
us feel wanted.
es as did Mary Jo Westpheling and .250; Brenda Elliott, .250.
Caddas, Tremon Hill, Mrs. Emma
I would also like to compliment
Edwards, Vivian Young, Carrni
you on your up-to-date Chamber
Two local teenage boys—Jimmy
Page, Mrs. Rosa Smith, Mrs. J. W.
office that the Jaycees used for Stanfield
Area ladies who enter their for the different kinds of cakes
and Jerry Britton—were
Ellege, Mrs. Mildred Lamb, Mrs.
registration. I am also President fined
prize cakes in the Ken-Tenn Fair such as chocolate, jam, white and
and had their drivers liHarlan Cravens, Mrs. J. M. Wootof the Pineville Chamber of Com- censes
next week will receive a double angel food. They will be judged
suspended in Fulton Police
The second place Wrens finish- Catcher but finiabed playing Rov- merce but we cannot boast of such
en and Mrs.011ie Miller, Mrs. Curreward for their efforts. Not only on overall appearance, texture
Coort
last
week,
after
being
ed out their season with a 10-6 ing Fielder. Shirley played on the a nice office as yours, although I
tis.Lynch and baby all of Fulton;
will they have a chance to win the and flavor.
charged with throwing whiskey
victory over the Cardinals. In that All-Star team also. Debbie Crad- am sure we share many of the
Mrs. Harold Byrd and baby. Fullovely ribbons which will be given
The Cakewalk, to be held Fribottles on the highway and in the
to the first three finishers, but day night, will have about 100 game, Judy Merryman hit her dock played Third while Vicki same problems in doing Chamber yard of Monroe Wilkerson of Pearl ton Route 1; Mrs. W. L. Carter
and Paul Cathey both of Fulton
also they will be able to help their chairs and will offer two cakes first home run of the season. Mayhall held down the Shortstop work and promotion.
Street and breaking the window
Route 3; Mike Sheehan, Fulton
Again thanks for the coopera- glass
favorite community woman's club in each walk. The cakes, expected Earlier this year Edye Dowdy hit position. Vicki also was an Allof the Wilkerson car.
two home runs. This made the Star.
Route 4; Mrs. Owen Elliott, Mrs.
tion of the Chamber of Commerce
or organization.
to bring in about $5.00 apiece,
Another youth, Billy Hopkins,
Wrens the only team to have hit
Sam Woodson and 011ie Puckett
Sandra Lock, Sheryl and Linda and whenever you might be up in was fined for driving
When the cakes are brought in will be complete except for the
without an all of Wingo
any home runs.
Route 1; Bonnie
Reed played Second and Center this end of Kentucky please stop operators license.
Friday morning, there should be one wedge which was used in the
Edye Dowdy, pitcher, pitched ex- field. Linda was an All-Star along and visit us.
Cummings and Cayce Hall both of
a one-inch wedge, pre-cut but not judging.
Dukedom; Mrs. Nina Lennox and
cellent ball all year. Edye was on with Donna Wall who played
This is a chance that no "exremoved. The cake will be judged
Very Truly Yours,
ENSHRINED!
Mrs. Hugh Lennox both of Union
the All-Star team. Jeannie John- Right field. Becky Mitchell caught
from this wedge. At this time, the pert chef" in the Ken-Tenn area
The home of famed Confederate City Route 3; Mrs.
son, Roving Fielder, also on the when Shirley Warren moved to
Annie- Pharris,
Dan D. Stewart, Jr., President,
owner of the cake will also signify should pass up. Be sure to bring
Gen. Albert Sidney Johnston at Clinton; Bonnie
All-Star team, pitched several Roving Fielder. Harriet Hancock
Barnes, Water
Kentucky Jaycees
whether or not she wishes her your favorite cakes and other
Maysville, Ky., is open as a public Valley; Norman
times. Judy Merryman, First Base and Carmen Weaks played Left
Rickman, Water
cake to be entered in the huge baked goods to the Fair August
shrine.
Valley Route 2.
and Pitcher, played very good field. Harriet played in the AllCakewalk that is being planned 18 and compete for this "Double
ball and was also on the All-Star Star game.
for Friday evening. The money Reward".
team.
All the girls really played their
taken in by her cake will be doShirley Warren started out as a positions well.
nated to her favorite club.
REVIVAL MEETING!
There will be two divisions in
the cake judging. The first will
Revival Sc: -ices at the Johnson
be decorated cakes, judged mainly Grove BaptiA Church will be held
on beauty and decoration, and then August 13-20 at 7:45 each evenSmith Atkins, president of the
The Cardinals have been the anne Copeland at First, Cindy Fulton Bank, announced this
on texture and general flavor.
ing. The visiting evangelist will
The second division will be reg- be Rev. Harold Stanfill. The Pub- hard-luck team of the league. Beard at Second and Terry Smith week that the bank has purchased
Early in the season, as Meredith on Third. Brenda Harrison has the Pipeline Oil Company building
t.:ar cakes with separate judging lic is invited to attend.
Miller was shaping up into an ex- done an unusually good job as on Mears Street and will construct
cellent player, she broke a finger. Roving Fielder with Carrie Camp- a free public parking lot on the
She has been at every game to bell as Short stop, Martha Poe as property in the near future.
cheer on the team and most es- Catcher.
The Bank will get possession of
pecially her "stand-in", Carrie
Playing in the outfield and also the property within 90 days and
Campbell, who joined the team at filling in
for the absent infield at the lot will be built soon after
Meredith's loss.
times, were Terry McDaniel, Pa- that. The Pipeline Oil Company
PRICES GOOD THRU SATURDAY, AUGUST 12
Later, the team lost its leading tricia Holladay, Eva Mae Vaughn, is moving its headquarters to
Highlands.
pitcher and best ballhandler when Teresa Fields, Peggy Smith and
Swift's
Sharon Moore broke a bone in her Nancy Moss.
hand. Neither of these accidents
The co-managers of the Cards
ASSIST VETS!
inals
made the following statehappened in the games or practice
B. D. Nisbet, Contact Represensessions.
ment, "We have lost more games tative of the Kentucky Disabled
than we have won, but we have Ex-Service Men's Board will be
The team was also crippled by
enjoyed very much being a team present August 18, at the Amerinumerous absences at camp and
and working together. We want to can Legion Hall to assist veterans
out of town visits.
thank the Lions Club for our and their dependents wit!! claims
Linda Grissom has ably carried eight weeks of fun in learning to for benefits due them as a result Hickory Smoked
on the pitching duties with Suz- play softball."
of their military service.

'Double Reward' Being Offered
To Culinary Artists Of Area

HOSPITAL NEWS

Teenagers Arrested
By Fulton Police

Wrens Gain Fame As Home Run Team

Cardinals Were Hard Luck Team!

G

Fulton Bank Will
Install Free Public
Parking Lot Soon

EW'RgEM's

proven—the finest boys' jeans made

Ice Milk gal. 39c

PORK BARBECUE ... LB. 44c

To The Voters Of
GRAVES COUNTY
I know when the legislature meets in January of 1962, a bill will be introduced to have
the primary election date changed from May
to August.

I as your senator will have a vote; and I feel
that every senator and representative should
contact the voters and vote the wishes of the
people.

For lasting good looks and long, long waar that
add up to unequalled jean value, buy Farah Gold
Strikes. Extra sturdy construction in boy-proven.
nylon-reinforced 111
/
4. oz. denim with exclusive
Vulca-nee, the knees that wear and wear. Color.
fast, Sanforized — shrinkage less than 1%.
Regulars (4-12), Slims (2-12)
Suspender Gold Strikes for Little Fellas (2-7) $2.98
Regulars and Slims. Sizes 13 to 16 . ... $3.75
Huskies. 24i" to 3t)" Waists
43.73

KASNOW'S
448-52 Lake St.

Fulton

I wish that all of you interested in leaving the election date as is,
and ones wanting it changed to August would write to me stating
your wishes. I can assure you that my vote on this or any other
issue will be influenced by what you the voter, the tax-payer, the
citizen want, and not what any governor or candidate or individual
wants.
I am your senator-a senator for all the people all the time.
Thank you for your cooperation.

GEORGE BRAND
1st. Dist. Senator
Mayfield, Kentucky

PrilwariiirfiacSklioz. Jar . . . 39c
PEACH PRESERVES, 18-oz. Jar 29c
VELVF.ETA CHEESE, Lb. Box 49c
Libby's 46-oz.
TOMATO JUICE . . . . 29c
DEL MONTE TUNA, 4 Cans $1.00
Puffin Limit 5 Cans!

EACH

Canned Biscuits 5c
Heavy Syrup, Georgia

PEACHES, 2 1-2 CAN 5 for 97c
OLEO,Salt-Free . . . .Lb. 25c
Pound-size loaves
BREAD,ALL WHITE, 2 for 35c
3 Regular-size bars in refrigerator dish!

PRAISE SOAP 3Bars& Dish 47c
FRHE WITH EACH PURCHASE: ONE PASS TO
STARLITE DRIVEIN THEATRE, COMPLIMENTS OF PIGGLY-WIGG
LY!

14-oz. Packages

CANDY PARTY - la

Pkg. 29c

FREE WITH EACH PURCHASE: ONE PASS TO
STARLITE DRIVEIN THEATRE, COMPLIMENTS OF PIGGLY-WIGG
LY!

CELERY,Crisp,

Stalk, ea. 9c
WHOLE,Lb. 27c CUT UP, Lb. 33c

GRADE "A" CHICKENS

1961

NOTEBOOK—

Premium Store
Sets August 19
As Closing Date

NS
were
[toils on

August 19 has been set as the
final day that residents of the
twin-cities can redeem their valuable Bonus Money at the Trading Store on Commercial Avenue.
The Bonus Money Parade has
been going on most of the summer
and has reportedly been a big
success. Most of the twenty-eight
participating merchants are now
giving double bonus money on
Wednesdays.
On the final day, there will be
an auction of the remaining items
in the store. Bonus money will be
used in place of cash. The store is
now open Tuesday mornings, Fri_
days and Saturdays.

enneth
Robert
c. Rena
I_ Colrs Ida
Byars,
'a rker,
logers,

NEW MANAGER!

(ConUnaed from Page I)
Well, after it'_
type, Willis
takes a wire brush, scraps the
type, puts ink on i
.its a long
sheet of paper ov, the type and
pulls a proof of it. Sometimes I
see him glancing at the column to
see what it's about and after about
two seconds of such glancing he
wraps the proof around the copy
and takes it to the front office and
hands it to Karen, who proofs it
for errors. She's another of the
poor unfortunate souls who has
to read the column whether she
wants to or not. But Karen does
get some benefit out of it, from
an educational point of view.

You see, Karen is going to
1Vrurray College this Fall to study
journalism and I imagine she
proof reads the writing with a
jaundiced eye and reminds herself that when she gets to school
she will remember the Notebook
as an example of how not to put
words in print. Karen is a real
grammarian and surely she must
get some kind of delirium tremors
when she reads the dangling participles, the split infinitives, and
the double negatives that surely
The Mayfield city council a- appear in my writing. So you see
warded a contract to repave 8 1-2 again, it's educational for Karen'
miles of city streets to R. B. Tyler to read the column.
Co. of Paducah.
The Paducah firm's bid was $2,Joe Weaks probably has the
000 under the nearest bidder, Mid- easiest time of all where my coldlewest Roads.
umn is concerned. He puts the corTen miles of Mayfield streets rections in the type after T. C. has
were repaved last summer, and corrected them and all he has
to
the new contract is expected to be do is to read the corrected line
finished this summer.
that replaces the old line and
that's not very coherent reading
as you can imagine. I imagine
FAIR—
through the years that Joe Weaks
(Continued from Page 1)
has gotten just that impression of
teresting features of the whole
the column • . .an incoherent bit
fair
of grammar that fills up the left
Also high on the list of favorites hand
corner of the News most,
among the fair-goers will be the nearly
all weeks of the year.
Livestock and Community Clubs
exhibits. There will be judging in
The picture is the newest one
both categories during the weeK. I
have had made. Mary Arrington
Individuals may enter their prizi says
it looks like I'm half asleep.
canned goods, baked goods, need- Maybe I
am.
lework, flowers, handicraft and
just about anything else they are
Retraction:
proud of and compete for ribbon
Back Shop Note: Eva does too,
prizes.
count. She's a little dandy.
The favorite of kids from nine to
Signed: T. C. - Willis and Weaks.
ninety—the
colorful,
exciting
midway—will be provided by Harper Amusement Co. All of the
ALL-STAR!
thrilling rides will be there, plus
Jimmy Cheatham, star tackle on
the delicious cotton candy, popcorn, snowcones and other carni- the Fulton High football team
last year, is in Lexington this
val "eats".
Now all that is needed to make week and will play in the Eastthe success complete is for the West All-Star Football game on
whole Kennessee area population Saturday.
to visit the fair at least one day
during the week, although preferably every day, because every day
DRIVE
will be different and exciting.
IN
Come on out to the old Kitty League Ball Park and enjoy the thrills
MARTIN
HWY
of a real old-fashioned Country
Fair!!
"MOVIES UNDER

Wolfe,
s, Mrs.
is Mats. Wild Wilwkins,
Bell,
iakton;
inston,

COLORADO GRADUATE!

Glenn Puckett has been named
as the new manager of the Henry
1. Eiegel factory. He succedes Jim
Huffine who was transferred recently as manager of the South
Fulton factory.

We like Fulton!

At

12

ififillii0

lc

THE STARS"

FOOTBALL—
Continued from
we One
hope to see it develop rapidly. We
are certainly looking forward to
this season."
Coach Caddas, who is entering
his second year as head coach at
FHS, had the following to say
about his team's prospects this
season: "We lost some good boys
—thirteen to be exact—in last
year's graduating class and a few
of them will be awfully hard to
replace. The squad is small in
number and in size as compared
with last year. Several of the boys
who looked promising in spring
practice have decided to forego
football in favor of other activities. This will weaken the squad
to some extent.
"However, the boys who HAVE
come out for football have good
spirit and many have the benefit
of a year's experience. We can
field one fairly strong team but in
many positions, we have very little substitute strength.
"If we are lucky enough to avoid injuries and one of two young
players can come through, we can
expect a fairly strong team."
Meanwhile, practice is still going on and will throughout the
season. At present, there are two
practices a day—one at 7:00 a. m.
and one at 7:00 p• m. After school
opens, the boys will practice every
afternoon after classes are over.
The FHS season tickets will go
on sale soon and will be good for
4 home games. The tickets do not
apply to the South Fulton-Fulton
High ballgame, as both teams
share the profits from the game
equally. The tickets will sell for
$1.75 and $3.75.
Those boys participating in this
first phase of Fulton High athletics are as follows: Donnie Green,
Chuck Palukiewicz, and Jimmy
Yates, freshmen; Curtis Hancock,
Duane McAlister, Ward Bushart,
David Fry, Teddy Barclay, John
Rice, Terry Beadles, Gerald Bradley and John Shepherd, sophomores.
Also: Paul
McClay, Harold
Martin, Phillip Putnam, Don
Burnette, Jim Hinkle, Kenneth Allen, John Covington, Virgil Craven John Hunter, Chris Hunter,
Vyron Mitchell, Tommy Powell,
and James Meacham, juniors:
Kenneth Bradley, Butch Sandling
and Ladd Stokes, seniors.

44c

39c
29c
49c

29c
1.00

97c
25c

35c

47c

LIVE-

29c

LIVE-

9c

33c

FRI & SAT, AUG. 11 - 12
3 TOP FEMALE STARS
IN 3 TOP FEATURES

-
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The National Park Service announced in Washington it has apOLDEST!
EARLY MINERS!
proved plans to establish a 170,
The Washington County courtNear Mt. Vernon Ky., Is Grea
000-acre national recreation area house at
Springfield, Ky., erected Saltpetse!-Cave where remains o
between the lakes formed by Ken- in 1814,
is the oldest courthouse mining operations dating from th,
tucky and Barkley Dams.
in use in Kentucky.
War of 1812 may be seen.

Come to the fair, August 14-19!

Don't forget your bonus money!

We like Fulton!

Shop in Fulton today!

..--ameracencommviellwallousamillW

SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF

Mayfield Lets
Contracts For
Street Paying

'hester
Emma
Carmi
• J. W.
Mrs.
WootCurPulton;
FulCarter
Fulton
Fulton
Mrs.
'uckett
3onnie
ioth of
ix and
Union
harris,
Water
Water

ON THE WAY!

Dan Mobley Weatherspoon, Ful_
ton, is one of 150 students who
will receive degrees Friday, August 11, during the annuai summer
commencement exercises at Colorado State University in Fort
Collins, Colorado.

STEAK SALE!
99
,
lb.
Sirloin
OrCube ... Lb.89

FULL CUT
ROUND
OR

BONELESS
-,UT FROM FULLY MATURED BEEF. RICH
N FLAVOR AND JUICY TENDER. NO CON•
z USION —ONE GRADE--ONE PRICE — AS AD
JERTISED

T-Bone Or
Porterhouse Lb.

SWISS

Or

Bologna
Legs
lb 39c
Wings
lb. 29c Bacon C.Lb.,g.1.09
,uper
Gizzards lb. 35c
Wiener
s
Backs ... lb. 15c
Necks .. lb. 10c Turkeys iz,-Peadck,
CANNED HAMS
U. S

Gov't Inspected

Fryer Parts

Lb.

The Piece....

thole

Super Right )
Super
Right
Thick Sliced
Thin
Sliced

Lb

(
2-Lb

Right

FROZEN. SEA

Lb.

Pkg

lkinless

L

95c

—U.S. Gov't

Ito 14
Lbs.

SOUTHERN
STAR

JANE PARKER (Save 16c)

39(
59c SCALLOPS
2" 49c
49c 5WHITING
FISH
17c
39c
(4 299)8
FISH AND SEA FOOD

Braunschweiger
(
.S
Ruici
Ph
er
t

By

Lb

Ready To Serve

39c Potatoes U.S.

Ocean

79c

Lb.
Can

Lb.
Con 499

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

Apple Pie

Ea

Whole Wheat Bread
Frosted Ball Donuts
Giant Jelly Roll

2

35C
Doe. 29c
Ea. 59c

3 89t
Lb 19c

Lloa
Lvbes

Cantaloupes
Bartlett Pears
,
Mild Cheese
Yellow Corn ',.vse.et 4.3.'
49
Butte
12.0.
Cheese Slices
pkg. 45c Dill Pickle Chips
Tide Detergent(
dexo
Hudson Napkins
Shortening
Stokelys Ketchup

For

California 27 Size

California

WISCONSIN CHEDDAR (Save SR)

5 FOR 29c

Lb

Sunnyfleld
r Sweet Cream

1-Lb.

Ln

(Salted) Ctn. Cl7c

Mel-0-Bit
Amer.-Plm.-Swles

64-0z.
Jor

Paramount

100% PURE VEGETABLE

Sc Off
Deal

3-Lb.
1 '4-0z.

Giant
Pkg.
Pkg.
Of 200

Paper

ROMANTIC RIOT/
M-0-14 ••••••••••

DEBBIE RENOIPS'Toff Walt
PAR DODGIAS., 4 The
,
Mating Game"

3 69c
Lb.
Can

Our Own Tea Bags
BUY

SIX IN mg
NINBURNSI
,

RICHARD
DAY WICNIARK

WIRIS.

48 AT

PRICE -

REG

'GIDGET GOES
HAWAIIAN'
TUE. ONLY Aug. 15
$1.00 PER CAR LOAD
THE FIRST COMEDY
c
FILMED IN

IN*AscoP
THE MOST EXCITING
PROCESS EVER INVENTED

DAVID
NIVEN
sc.E .. Mirzi
GAYNOR
IN A STORY OF TOGETHERNESS.
BEFORE AND AFTER MARRIAGE!

HaPP9
nniversar9
is,

SUNNYFIELD
FLOUR

Pepsodent

64 For 49c

3

25 Lb.pl,$1.39

Potato Salad
2 49
h Peanuts
25
4-- 37; Spanis
Charcoal
2 27c Tomato Juice. 4 39c
evoc
Fruit Drink
n
German

A&P

Luncheon

Salted

57
•

AUGUST

IS NATIONAL

SANDWICH

MONTH

7

Tin

SUPER RIGHT

SC

20i'i,119

S2a6Ce

Pkgs.

Of 80

A&P Pinea,

Giant

1-Lb.
Pkg.

45c
69t
25c
59t

25 Lb.sr,$1.45

1 -Lb.

Reads

Northern Tissue
Northern
Ivory Snow
83(
Trend Detegent
39c
Liquid Trend
21c7.:59(
Ivory Liquid 35(2z:63(
Blue Cheer 32c

14-0z
Bottles

Economy
(12c)
Size 5-0z
Oft
Tube

Tooth
Poste

GET 16 FOR 1c

Napkins

SUN & MON. AUG. 13 - 14
DEBORAH WALLEY
JAMES DARKEN
IN

25 Lb.89c

Red

No. 1
.

A 46-0z

Grapefruit.

Cans /

A&P FROZEN CONC

Orange Juice

LUNCM
MEAT

41

12-Oz. $ 1
ns

00

cans 9c
212-°z6

Fulton, Ky.
,_

Lake Street

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT . AUGUST 17

7:led

Giant 77
Pkg.
3-Lb.
51,4-0z.

Ly
Pkg
1-L
53, Oz

BALL REGULAR

Canning Jars
WITH VAC SEAL CAPS

La. . 1.29

DP::: 1.09
Wrisley
Bag Soap

A.set'd)
(I BoreBag

THE GREAT .ATLANQC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC,

Sweetheart
Soap
2 Reg. Bars 3.5 oz. 21c
2 Lg. Bars 5.5 oz. 29c

Butter Kernel
Corn

394
b‘:iihholl:
Kernel

2 'CT: 39c

Amuncrs

DEPENDABLE /000 1011KNANT SINCE ISS,

Beads 0 Bleach

Dreft

DRY

DETERGENT

18-0z
Pkg

Dutch Cleanser

, LL-, --,- 7, 0. 33c

41c

2 :1 :,,'. 31 c

Pkg

Butter Kernel
Peas & Carrots

Ivory Soap

Zest Soap

PERSONAL SIZE

BATH SIZE

2 7..°.: 41c

4 B.- 213°

2 s." 41 e

Shop In Fulton today!

I

....err es eons. ane.
Peoria, Illinois

NMI 4111111.
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DEATHS

•McCONNEIL NEWS
•PIERCE STATION
Mrs. Charles Lowe •
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Demyer were
,urprised Wednesday night when
tohnson Grove Church had a pot
'uck supper honoring them on
heir 25th wedding anniversary.
['hey were presented a lovely gift.
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham of
'aducah spent Tuesday with her
,arents Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem.
Mrs. Mattie Rogers and Mrs.
Silliam Greer attended the funTat of Mrs. Lucy Alford in Dyersurg Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Morgan and
ens of Etowah, Tennessee and Mr.
ind Mrs. Gaylon Ferguson of
fohnson, Kansas were recent visi-

tors of their parents Mr. and Mrs.
Mansil Roach.
Mrs. Roy Lawson of Sturgis,
Kentucky returned to her home
Saturday after a 10 day visit with
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Riley
Smith. Mrs. Smith's condition remains about the same.
We hear Mr. Laster Cheatam
has bought the Martha Covington
place. We wonder who the next
neighbors will be.
Mrs. Mattie Renfro is visiting
her daughter Mrs. Virgil Green
and Mr. Green near Mayfield.
CROSSED_ OVER!
Cloverport, Ky., is an Ohio River
established in 1808. When Abraham Lincoln's family moved from
Hodgenville to, Indiana, they ferried the river here.

HOGS
IN MARKETING HOGS

SAVE TIME
AND

DOLLARS
Listen To

REELFOOT'S
HOG MARKET
RADIO STATION

WFUL 1270
EACH MORNING
AT 8:15 A. M.

PRIME
KENTUCKY
BOURBON

Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •
Many improvements are to be
noticed at the Church of Christ
building. New storm doors and
windows have been installed. The
foundation has been painted and
other improvements are underway.
Evening services at the Church
of Christ have been changed from
7:00 P. M. each Sunday to 6:00.
Mid-week services
have been
changed to 7:30 each Wednesday
evening.
We extend our deepest sympathy
to the Irby McCord family in his
recent passing. He was the son of
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. McCord of McConnell.
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell, Miss Anna
Lou Caldwell, Mrs. Dorita Boggess
and children, Brad and LuAnn
have been vacationing in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. George Kennedy
of Mt. Pelia spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Gill.
Mr. Ray Ferguson is vacationing
in the Western states this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Robey
have recently purchased the form_
er Babe Robey farm, just West of
here in the Hilcrest community.
Jimmie is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Robey, who lived here for
many years.
Mrs. Lionel LaFlarnme and sons
of St. Louis spent last week-end
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Welch.
Mrs. Sam' Welch, Mrs. Sam
Hastings and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hastings visiting Mr. Curtis
Long at Luckett's Rest Home,
Gleason, Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Ancil Jordan and son,
Chester Jordan, and Miss Brenda
Simmons spent last week-end with
relatives in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Howell Estes from
Chicago recently visited his sister,
Mrs. Wendell Fisher and family.
They also visited Mr. and Mrs.
Billie Joe High of Memphis.
Mr. Joe Carroll Moss returned
Sunday from Fort Benning, Georgia, after having spent two weeks
in training with the National
Guard.
Mr. David Long and Miss Paula
Long of Pierce visited their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Long
and Polly last week.
Misses Lena Lou and Rose Moss
and Mr. Mike Moss spent Sunday
afternoon in Paducah.
The Friendship Club will have
their annual picnic this Wednesday night at the City Park, Fulton.

Howard Humphreys

George H. Walston

KENTUCKY'S GREAT Di

only $285 455
Pint

145
',I? Pint

4/5 at.

No other bourbon
offers you as much
the great and respected names in Kentucky bourbon—now offers
you a rare age and price value. This is prime
quality Kentucky bourbon, made to the famous
B & L standards established in 1869. There are
other 6 year old whiskies,and others at the same
price. But, no whiskey can offer you t,he quality
of B & L at this age and price. Now, more than
ever, you'll do well to say B St L.

11

)reI2-ttte4f

,4 MGM T BOURBON WIlialff
•

Word was received here of the
death of Jack L. Dudley of Dallas,
Texas, a native of Greenfield,
Tenn., and a brother of Mrs. 011ie
Kaler of Fulton. lie died August
5 at the Scott-White hospital in
Temple, Texas. He was 59.
Other survivors include his wife
Mrs. Dorothy Dudley; a sister, Mrs.
Early Coates of Greenfield; a brother, Fred B. Dudley of Dallas
Mrs. H. L. Hardy of Fulton is a
cousin.
Services were held Wednesday
morning at the George R. Brewers
Funeral Home in Dallas.
QUEEN KENTUCKY!
A richly sculptured pediment
graces the north (front) entrance
of Kentucky's Capitol. The sculpture shows a heroic lady, Kentucky, standing in front of a chair
of State, with Progress, History.
Plenty, Law, Art and Labor as her
attendants.

1 r!.

&

MAAR() l)15111,LERY CO., LOUISVILLE,KY. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY,90 PROOF

Louisville's Iroquois Amphitheatre is the site of Kermit Hunter's
newest outdoor drama, "Bound
For Kentucky", which opened July
3 for a sixweek run ending August 12.
Hunter has again applied his
special blending of drama, music
and choreography to produce this
story of early pioneers who came
down the Ohio River from Virginia in 178 to make new homes
in the Kentucky wilderness and
become the founders of the city of
Louisville.
The drama centers on the story
of James Patton, his daughter, and
the two young settlers who seek
her hand in marriage. One suiter
is David Saddletree who, Hunter
says, "is meant to embody the
frontier West,
the American
dream, the founding of a city in
the wilderness."
This bold dream of building a

Come to the fair, August 14-19!

Let us book your order
now for your Winter
Supply of

COAL
—All Sizes and Grades
—Delivery When You
Want It
—Fill Your Bin Now At

RED JEFFERIS
APPLES

SPECIAL
SUMMER PRICES

Early Summer's best for eating,
pies, cobblers, canning, freezing.
Particularly good for drying.
APPLE CIDER
Fresh Wednesdays, Saturdays.

CITY COAL CO.

HOMER ZOPF
Dukedom Highway
near Oak Grove Church

Phone 51

The University of Kentucky
Alumni Association has announced plans to build its own "campus
home" in Lexington with construction due to start this fall. Dr.
Harry Denham of Maysville, presi_
dent of the Alumni Association,
said the $250,000 colonial-type
building will be built at the
southeast corner of Rose Street
and Euclid Avenue near the UK
football stadium.

BOYS 9-0Z. BLUE JEANS
Sizes 4 to 14

ONLY $1.00 Pr.
WESTERN STYLE BLUE JEANS
13 3-4-oz in Sizes 28 to 36 Waist

ONLY

$2.98 Pr.

BOYS, GIRLS OXFORDS
Sizes 8 1-2 to 3: Brown, black, red, Beige

$2.99 and $3.99 Pr.
BOYS 10% WESTERN STYLE
BLUE JEANS
ONLY $1.59 Pr.
6sizes
to 16
See our large selection of
GIRLS, LADIES COATS

Rugs Need Cleaning?
Dry-clean them yourself, like new,
in a few minutes. Rent our
GLAMORENE

in both dress and sport styles The
National Store has a very good
selection of Ladies SWEATERS
too, at only $1.99 to $5.99

Electric Rug Brush
(Low daily rental, $2)
Yes! We sell G1AMORENE dry-

Roll-away beds

g
BOND &LI, "

city clashes with the cautious attitudes of the second suitor, John
Laloo, who has cotne to the Falls
of the Ohio to build a cabin and
plow the land.

Jack L. Dudley

BOND & L1LLARD—One Of

511/11(1 WOO

Bound For Kentucky
Attracts Audiences
In Louisville

ALUMNI HOUSE PLANNED
NEAR UNIVERSITY CAMPUS

John C. Tatty

NEWS

AND NEW LOWER PRICE

Faulkner, 14Deborah Kay
month-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Faulkner of near Union
City, died about 5 Saturday afternoon, August 5, after being struck
by a car being backed out of the
driveway of her home by her
mother.
Services were at 10 Monday
morning at the Harris Station
Baptist Church with the Rev. Jewel McGray officiating. Burial was
in Chapel Hill Cemetery with
White-Ranson Funeral Home in
charge.
Friends of the family said Mrs.
Faulkner went into the house to
answer a telephone call and the
little girl was left in the yard with
the other Faulkner children.

Howard Humphreys, statistician
for Ferry - Morse for 26 years,
died suddenly of a heart attack
August I at his home in Detroit.
He was 66.
He came to Fulton in 1959 when
the Ferry - Morse operation began here and retired in April of
1960, moving back to Detroit. He
was a bachelor. He lived at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Caldwell, Carr Street, during his
residence in Fulton.
Services were held at 2:30 p. m.
Thursday at the William R. Hamilton Funeral Home, 3975 Cass
Avenue, Detroit.
While she was in the house, the
He was well known here and
child crawled under the car, aphad many friends.
parently after a kitten. Mrs.
Faulkner came out of the house
and got into the car to go after
her husband. The first she knew
Services for George H. Walston, of the mishap was when she saw
retired construction worker of the child in front of the car. She
Wingo, who died Wednesday, Aug- picked Deborah Kay up and drove
ust 2, were held Friday afternoon to a doctor's office with the child
at 2 o'clock at the Hopkins de in her lap.
Deborah Kay was born in Obion
Brown Funeral Home in Wingo.
Rev. William C. Jones officiated. County. She and other members
Burial was in Mt. Pleasant ceme- of the family were members of the
Harris Station Baptist Church.
tery.
She also leaves two sisters,
He was 77. He leaves his wife,
Mrs. Mary Addie Walston; two Joyce Faulkner and Mary Faulkdaughters, Mrs. Pauline Anderson ner, all of near Union City; her
and Mrs. Jeanette Garner; two grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Sons, Alton Walston of Jackson- Faulkner of Cat Corner communiville, Fla. and Leslie Walston, Ak- ty and Frank Colins of the MMron, Ohio and seven grandchil- nick community.
dren.

John Cortis Totty, 52, farmer of
Fulton, Route 1, died of a gunshot
wound while enroute to Jones
hospital August 4 about 4 p. m.
He was shot in the chest with a 22
calibre pistol and the wound was
apparently self-inflicted according to Hickman county officials.
After spending the day in Hickman, Mr. and Mrs. Totty returned
home and were doing the farm
chores. Mr. Totty left his wife
at the barn and returned to the
house.
She told officials she heard a
shot and found her husband on
the porch of their home. There
were indications that the shot was
fired inside the house and that he
walked out to the porch.
They lived on the I.eslie Walker
farm just over the Fulton County
line.
Reelfoot Lake on the southwest
He wa's a member of the Central
border of Kentucky was formed Church of Christ here.
in 1811 by an earthquake.
He was born February 7, 1909
in Hickman County, Tenn., the son
of Clarence Fred and Annie Laura
Harrington Totty.
Besides his wife, Fannie Mae
Hassell Totty, he leaves three sons,
UNIFORMLY
FINE
Charles Edward of Hickman; HuSINCE 1869
bert of Water Valley, Route 1, and
Thomas of Fulton. Route 1; a daughter, Lois Marie Klapp of Clinton; four sisters, Mrs. Lizzie Neely
of Lyles, Tenn., Mrs. Eunice
Mathis of Centerville, Tenn., Mrs.
Net Cesser of Centerville, Mrs.
Avalene Arnold of Nashville; a
brother, Fred M. Totty of Centerville; three grandchildren and
several nieces and nephews.
Services were held Sunday at
2:30 p. m at the Central Church of
Christ, with Paul Bates officiating.
Burial was in Hickman.

NOW6YEARS OLD

Deborah K. Faulkner

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Walnut St.

Phone 201

1r)ation.atStores
ANIL:11111Mr•IIIM.MI..E111r.

Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.
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Farm News, Meetings, Events
note: the following Information. supplied THE NEWS
by the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents and agricultural
agencies will be of special interest to Progressive 1armers in the
Ken-Tenn area):
The total wheat supply for the
marketing year beginning July 1,
1961, now is estimated at a record
2,765 million bushels, according to
the latest Department of Agriculture report received at the Fulton
County Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service Office.
This supply would be 3 percent
above the previous record of 2,685 million in 1960-61 and 47 percent above the 1950-59 average of
1,884 million bushels. The increase
over 1960-61 results from an increase of 100 million bushels in
carryover, which more than offsets
a reduction of 20 million bushels
in the estimated production.
The official estimate of the
carryover of old-crop wheat will

OPEN TODAY — 6:45
_
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... ADMISSIONS ...
60c
Adults
25c
Children (thru 11)
FRIDAY Ai SATURDAY
THE WARM. WONDERFUL
STORY ADORED BY MILLIONS BURST INTO LIFE ON
THE SCREEN! A Pic-rusi
FOR ALL AGES!
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be released on July 24. On the
basis of April 1 stocks and estimated domestic disappearance and
exports in April-June, the July I,
1961 carryover is expected to be
about 1,414 million bushels. As in
past years, the bulk of the carryover will be held by the Commodity Credit Corporation.

Mr. Narvel Seals, Chairman of
the Obion County Agricultural
Conservation
Stabilization and
Committee, has announced that
Obion County farmers who made
full use of the 1961 Agricultural
Conservation Program to control
erosion and to stockpile soil reserves will make a substantial
contribution to the Nation's future
security and well-being.
The ASC Committee Chairman
pointed out that soils have to be
kept in condition to respond when
the need arises. "Land that has
been overworked and underfed is
unable to respond when it is needed," he said.
Mr. Seals said, "Although there
is no need now to increase the
acreage of grains and most other
field crops, there is a definite need
to take advantage of our current
favorable supply situation to continue stockpiling plant food reserves in the soil. Our farms then
will be ready to meet expanded
production needs when they come.
If we don't stockpile these reserves now, there may come a time
when it will be too late."
With this in mind, Mr. Seals emphasized that farmers who participate in the 1961 Agricultural
Conservation Program will be entering into a partnership with the
Government for the benefit of all.
The conservation practices carried
out will help to keep the farms in
condition to respond when needed. Stockpiles of soil reserves can
help to meet the needs of an everincreasing population, making possible a more abundant living for
more people.
Any Obion County farmer who
is interested in participating in
the 1961 Agricultural Conservation
Program (ACP) should contact
his ASC office, located at 1308
South First Street—Union City,
Tennessee on or before July 31,
1961.

MINIMUM 61 CORN
PRICE SUPPORT SET
Prices for the 1961 corn crop
will be supported at a minimum of
$1.24 per bushel in Fulton County,
Roy Bard, Chairman, County Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee, has announced.
This compares with a final rate of
$1.10 per bushel in effect for 1960crop corn.
The Chairman explained that
the minimum rates will not be reduced, but may be increased if the
final 1961-crop corn support price
determined on the basis of data on
Oct. 1 is higher than the minimum
national support of $1.20 per bushel announced in Starch.
In announcing the county support rate for 196I-crop corn, Mr.
Bard stressed the importance of a
full understanding by farmers of
how this year's corn price-support
program is affected by the 1961
Feed Grain Program.
"Corn producers who participate
in the 1961 Feed Grain Program
will be eligible for price support
on the 1961 production," he declared, "but there will be a limitation
on the amount of corn from eligible farms that can be put under
support.
'The amount of eligible corn
from such a 'cooperating' farm in
effect will be the normal production from the farm's 1961 corn
acreage. Should the actual corn
crop exceed the normal yield determined for the farm, a grower
might very well find that he could
put only a part of his 1961 corn
crop under the support program.
"Producers of corn who do not
participate in the 1961 Feed Grain
Program of course will not be
eligible for support on their 1961
corn production."
"Eligible" corn, according to the
Chairman, must also have been
produced in 1961, must grade No.
3 or better or No. 4 because of test
weight only, must meet certain
moisture requirements, and must
be in adequate storage. The
schedule of premiums and discounts
is
unchanged from the 1960 program.
As in the past, the price
-support

acres in conserving crops as the
We like Fulton!
simple average of the 1959 and 601
crop years.
1 111111IWIIIIIIIIMEWIIIIVIIIiiihICIYFor further information see the
Fulton County ASCS Office.
[
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FINAL CLEARANCE
00 and $11.00 Hats
Now $300

We like Fulton!

Feed

Your

$5.00 and $7.00 Hats
Nom $2.00

Hogs

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration
A Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky

ALL OTHER HATS $1.
$398 Majud Slips and
Gowns Now $2.98
ew Fall Hats, Rags. Scar,es

Kellena's Hat Shop
Si,,-;.•1. Sewing Cent 'r
Main sweet
Fulton, Ky.
.

FINAL SUMMER CLEARANCE,
DRESSES... 1-2 Price Plus $1.00
Infants. 6-12-18 months: toddlers, 1-3m Girls 3-6s,
BEGINNING THE COUNTDOWN ... Hundreds of minlatuie
automobiles, designed and crafted by 11 thirough 20 year-old
boys from all over the United States, await unpacking as the
Fisher Body Craftsman's Guild prepares to select the winners
of its 1961 model car competition. The judges' decisions will
convey $117,1500 in university scholarships and cash awards to
these talented, teen-age designers.
program for 1961-crop corn will be
carried out - through farm-and
warehouse-stored loans and purchase agreements. These will be
available
from
harvesttirne
through May 31, 1962. Loans will
mature on July 31, 1962.

.. 14

Boys, Girls short sets,
$1.50, $1.98, $2.98, $3.98
Boys and Girls shorts
69c, $1.00, $1.50. S1.98
T-shirts, Boys and girls, all sizes
$1., $1.50, $1.98

Summer Pajamas Closeout Prices
Boys and girls thru 12 yrs: $1.50, $1,98, $2.98
Clearance! One Line of slips: $5, $4, $2.98, $1.98
Bathing suits and beach jackets reduced to clear
Closeout! Jumping Jacks sandals and shoes SI., $3.
ALL SUMMER MATERNITY WEAR REDUCED

or yellow, grading No. 2 and containing 13.8 to 14 percent moisture
He stated that the rate was based
on the 1961 National soybean sup_
port of $2.30 per bushel which was
announced March 22, 1961.

TABLES OF BARGAINS:
$1.00,
$1.98,
$2.98

Loans will be available on farmstored and warehouse stored soybans. Mr. Bard further stated that
there was a new eligibility before
Mr. Roy Bard, chairman of Ful- a farm was eligible for Price Supton ASC County Committee, stated port on soybeans. To be eligible for
today that the 1961 crop soybean! Price Support on 1961 soybeans
loan rate had been announced for the farmer must have maintained
all Kentucky counties at $2.29 per the normal conserving acres on
bushl for classes of soybean, green the farm. That is having as many
1961 CROP SOYBEAN LOAN
RATE ANNOUNCED

We give double script money Wednesday A. M.

THE TINY TOGGERY
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Fulton
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Advancement. Apply
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1961-CROP WHEAT
PROSPECTS FORECAST
As of June 1, prospects for the
Nation's 1961 winter wheat crop
were for a crop of more than 1,121
million bushels—a little larger
than last year's crop and ranked
second only to the crop of 1958,
according to the latest report on
crop conditions received at the
Fulton County Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
Office. Yield per acre at 27.1
bushels is the third highest on record.
With the all-spring wheat crop
this year expected to exceed 222
million bushels, all-wheat production for 1961 is forecast at 1,343
million bushels, 1 percent less than
the 1960 crop but 23 percent above
average.

STEAK

ROUND
PREMIUM

SWIFT
PROTEN lb.

BONELESS

79c

SWIFT PREM PROTEN

SAVOY OVEN ROAST . .. LB.89c

WINSOR OVEN ROAST . . .LB. 89c

FRESH GROUND

BONELESS

GROUND BEEF Lean . . . .LB. 39c

RIB STEAK • • • • • . .LB. 69c

SWIFT PREM PROTEN

CELERY

WORK TO BEGIN AT UK
ON RESEARCH CENTER
Construction on the multi-million-dollar Agricultural Research
Center at the University of Kentucky is scheduled to begin late
in September. First phase of the
construction will be for three
greenhouses and a headhouse to
connect them at a cost of about
$250,000, according to Dr. Stanley
Wall, chairman of the building
committee for the center. These
facilities will be part of a National
Tobacco Research Laboratory to
be included in the center complex.

CRISP SWEET
PASCAL STALK

7'2 c

DOZ.
LEMONS 2c I LETTUCE 15c

JUICY SJNKIST

CRISPY CRISP HEAD

PUFFIN

BISCUITS 3 cans The

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM
Don't forget your bonus money!

L BY S SLICED OR HALVES

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste
WALKER DELUXE
vot four, not five, not
seven, but 8 YEARS
OLD. Strright Bourbon
Whiskey; 8 Years, 86.8
Proof

TA Pint
Pint
Fifth

..... $1.70
$3.40
$5.40

PEACHES
Preserves
COFFEE

JAMBO

49c CAKES 29c
69c
ANGEL FOOD LARGE SIZE

STRAWBERRY
20 oz. JAR

AMERICAN

ACE

Hiram Walker & Sons. Inc.
Peoria. Illinois

2"
3 39c
cans
1 Lb. Pkg.

SWIFT'S

ICE MILK 1-2 Gal. . . . . 39c

Teacher Regulations
Approved By State
Board Of Education
Several revisions and new regulations in the teacher certification
program have been approved by
the State Board of Education,
Wendell P. Butler, superintendent
of public instruction, reported this
week.
One new regulation makes it
possible for Kentucky schools to
try an experimental program using regular high school teachers in
elementary schools. These teachers
will be used mainly in the fields
of science and mathematics, and
will experiment with the idea of
teaching such advanced subjects to

Owners!
BUY YOUR SEAT
COVERS at

NOTICE: Car

S. P. MOORE CO.
Installed Free

Dale Breeden,
Prop.

elementary school students.
superintendents
Local school
will decide whether to participate
in the program. Butler said the
State Department of Education
will help school districts which decide to try the experiment.
Another regulation lists the
characteristics of a good home economics teacher and sets up goals
for prospective teachers to work
toward.
Revised student teaching requirements for high school teachers were also approved by the
Board, Butler said. The revisions
make it possible for a high school
teacher with four years of teaching experience- to waive four semester hours of the eight required
in student teaching.
A teacher with two or more
years' experience can substitute
other laboratory experience on
campus for any part or all of the
student teaching requirements.
Other regulation changes added
Villa Madonna to the list of colleges in Kentucky which can give
correspondence course examinations on their campuses; changed
the fees for correspondence and
extension work as recommended
by the Council on Public Higher
Education, setting a minimum
charge of $9 per semester hour for
undergraduate work and a minimum charge of $10 per semester
hour for graduate work; and
brought the home economics curriculum in to harmony with the
curriculum followed by all secondary teachers by placing more emphasis on general education courses instead of a predominant home
economics curriculum.
GRANTED!
Barren County's entire area was
reserved as land grants to Revolutionary War soldiers from Virginia. Ownership of many of these
grants is still in the hands of their
descendants.

Also Available in 5Year Bottled In Bond
Fifth - $4.75
Pinta Half Pints $2.95
$1.50

grind, ni•e1S1111, end sok
arty ratio* of 1 to 4
ingredients 100% autosnuuicoily week

MIX-MILL

COAL BRIDGE!
During the Civil War, when
Confederate forces were threaten_
ing to invade the North, Gen. Lew
Wallace—the author of 'Ben Hue
and commander of Union forces
defending Cincinnati—led 15,000
men across the Ohio River into
Kentucky on a bridge made of coal
barges and erected a series of defensive earthworks.

UK ALUMNI DIRECTOR
NAMED TO USA COUNCIL
Miss Helen G. King, University
of Kentucky director of alumni af_
fairs, has been named to the Executive Committee of the American Alumni Council for a oneyear term. Miss King is now serving as chairman of District Three
of the Council.

You cant afford notto
paint atthislowprice!
Prize money at the third annual
Kentucky Lake Fishing Derby has
been raised to a record-breaking
$5,400, Russ Chittenden, Paducah
Chamber of • Commerce Director,
said this week.
Chittenden disclosed that the
Kentucky Lake Fishing Derby,
scheduled September 1 through
November 15, will feature weekly
prizes of $25 to anglers catching
the largest fish in five categories
W'ECTERN KENTUCKY TOLL ROAD construction has moved
totaling $125.
nearer, State officials have announced, following the sale of
the bond issue to finance building of the 127-mile road from
The five categories are (1)
Elizabethtown to Princeton. Pictured in New York City acblack bass, (2) crappie, (3) catcepting a check for the $118 million realized from the bond
fish, (4) northern pike, walleye
sale are Felix Joyner (left), executive director of the Kentucky
pike, and sauger, and (5) white
Turnpike Authority, and Henry Ward, Kentucky highway
bass.
commissioner. At right is George Abrams, of A. C. Allyn &
Company, the firm heading the underwriting group which
Two other divisions are the open
bought the bond issue. Contracts for all sections of the road
and tourist, featuring prize money
will be let as soon as possible, State highway officials reported,
from $100 to $1000.
with the opening expected by late 1963 or early 1964.
Persons eligible for the tourist
division are any registered guests
at a participating hotel, motel,
camp or any other tourist accommodation.
Any customer of a participating
merchant is eligible for the open
division after obtaining an eligiThe Kentucky Department of Using so that we could comply bility card.
to
Highways has entered into a for- with the federal law prior
Prizes for black bass category
mal agreement with the United July 1," Ward said. "Under Con- in the tourist division are $1000.
has
thus
which
States Department of Commerce, gressional action
first prize, $500, second prize, and
Bureau of Public Roads, for the far not been amended, states must third prize, $300. Other prizes are:
regulacovering
control of outdoor advertising ad- sign agreements
crappie, first prize, $300, second
jacent to interstate highways in tions by July 1 in order to qualify prize, $200, and third_prize, $100:
had
we
If
federal
bonus.
Kentucky, Highway Commissioner for the
northern pike, walleye pike and
not acted, we would have run the sauger, $100; bluegill, $100; white
Henry Ward announced today.
the
of
approximately
risk
losing
By this action, Kentucky bebass, first prize, $200, second prize,
comes the third state to conform $3,000,000 which this action non- $100; catfish, $100, and carp, $100.
us.
to
guarantees
preto the National Standards
The largest bass entered in the
"The law and regulations adopt- open division wins $300, second
scribed by Congress and to qualify
to
bring
to
for a bonus estimated
ed under it protect the scenic areas place, $200, and third place, $100.
Kentucky an additional $3,000,000. along the highways and resident- Other contests are the northern,
with
agreement
Ward said the
ial sections from adverse outdoor walleye and sauger pike, $100;
the United States Government was advertising, but they also permit crappie, $100; bluegill, $100; catmade possible by action of the certain types of advertising in fish, $100; white bass, $100, and
1960 Legislature in passing legis- commercial and industrh 1 areas carp, $100.
lation prohibiting outdoor adver- where they are not objectionable,"
All fish must be caught by angltising within 660 feet of the right the commissioner continued.
ing, defined as bait casting, fly
of way of interstate highways. In"I think we have produced a casting, trolling, still fishing and
dustrially and commercially de- good balance, and I am proud of jig fishing.
veloped zones which are defined the fact that in this instance, as
No entry fees are required but
by regulations of the Department well as in some others now, Ken- participants must abide by Kenof Highways are excluded from tucky is moving to the forefront tucky fishing laws and must hold
the outdoor advertising prohibi- among the states in progressive a Kentucky fishing license.
tions of the state law and federal developments.
Waters in which participants
agreement. Execution of the agree"Being third among the 50 must fish are Kentucky Lake bement with the Federal Highway states to reach this objective is an tween Scott Fitzhugh Bridge and
Agency represents approval by the accomplishment of which we are Kentucky Dam, the Tennessee
federal government of Kentucky's proud."
River between Kentucky Dam and
law and regulations as being conThe Kentucky law and regula- the Tennessee mouth at the Ohio
sistent with the National Stand- tions control billboards and other River.
ards prescribed by Congress.
outdoor advertising along the
Complete rules and regulations,
"We have been working for Kentucky Turnpike and other toll as well as a list of accommodations
several months to complete regu- roads as well as along sections of and facilities, may be obtained by
lations governing outdoor adver- the Interstate Highway System. writing the Kentucky Lake Fishing Derby Association, P. 0. Box
810, Paducah, Kentucky.

Highway Dept. Enters Agreement
To Control Billboard Advertising

IC Gives Caboose
To City For Use As
Information Booth

The city of Fulton will soon
have a centrally-located Informa_
tion Booth toe the use of tourists
and local persons, alike. It was
t the Illilthat
w
RailA
announced this
donating
nois Central
on Lake
a caboose to be set
Street for this purpose.
The caboose will probably be
located on the parking area alongside the railroad tracks on Lake
Street. It will arrive in Fulton
very soon and further information
will be released at that time.

Just dial ration you want—for example,
3 grains and supplement. Mix-Mill does
the rest. No waiting around. In only 2
hours Mix-Mill prepares daily ration for
200 dairy cows, or 16,500 broilers, or 540
heavy hogs, or 13,400 layers, or 8900 10.
week turkeys! Even shuts itself off automatically! Low electric cost— le 1111n
200 per ton.
Use Easy Payment Plan.

NUMBER ONE!
Kentucky had thietizst permanMrs. Bonnie Hernon, popular
ent white settlement and was the
music director at Fulton High
first state organized west of the
School, has resigned her position
Allegheny Mountains.
and accepted one in the City
schools of Murray, Kentucky. Her
successor will be Mandel Brown of
Arnett, Oklahoma.

Feed YtnpAcigs

Mrs. Hernon came to Fulton as
the first woman music director in
the city school system, and quickly
shaped the band into a precis.cn
marching and playing unit. Per
husband, Mike Hernos, is a MUSIC
major at Murray'St*.
The new
twenty-three
single. At p
When business smells, dispel the on his Maste
',hews, by advertising in The College in Nashvi
report to Fulton old
News.

BROWDER%
40%
SUPPLEMENT
With Your Ilpme
Grown GOO

Browder Mining Co.
Fuldon,

Corn. in Now—Today! Got This Groat Value,
Plus Other Martin-Sonour Quality Products.

SEAT COVERS
STARDUST OR SUPREME LINE
STARDUST
With superb Fulmer irtyl-
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Lurn-Puf Saran Fabric.
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VALUES

'-----___
ONLY 324.88

THE FAMOUS

CHAMPION

. . . dependable, beautiful, economical. Genuine
Saran Plastic with all-Vinyl Art Leather trim. No
doll to wear out.

...ONLY 99.ES
Compare with others at $25.00

CLEAR PLASTIC COVETS
;.

$1,000,000w

new car's interior beau,-

CAN'T BUY A BETTER BOURBON

15 GAUGE (heavy duty)
(25';'5 leaver and
STYLE
guaranteed for Hie of car)

HEAVEN HILL

We Invite You To See The Mix-Mill recently installed for Charles
Roberts at Four Points We'll be glad to talk terms on an installation

one you can't afford to
Here's the biggest paint value ever
miss! Now at lowest cost you can give your home a sparkling
exterior. Use Martin-Senour "3000'. for economy, beauty,
durability and protection. Covers most surfaces in one cost.

(Compare at $29.95)

$19.95
AS LOW AS
EASY TERMS • FREE INSTALLATION
C3VERS

for ,our farm.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone 399

S.

FIllton

Western Auto AssOciate Store

201 Central Are.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE ACENC't

rcnuro

AND 60111(0 IV

HEAVEN Hill DISMIDOES, INC., saiinsiovhs. amos otatIN •f
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